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...they anxiously conjure up the spirits of the past to their 
service and borrow from them names, battle slogans, and 
costumes to present the new scene of world history...
-The Eighteenth Brumaire o f  Louis 
Bonaparte
Most movements, that is, are groups like bowling leagues, 
bridge clubs, and the regulars who drink at Rod’s.
-Henry Glassie
PREFACE
For a brief time, I worked for the National Park Service presenting 
programs on the U.S. Constitution. Warren Burger’s Bicentennial Commission 
awarded special funds for the document’s auspicious 200th anniversary. Boston 
National Historical Park had secured a portion of these funds to produce a "Town 
Meeting" in Faneuil Hall. Three times a day, the town crier herded shoppers and 
tourists up to the meeting hall. We the "interpreters" sat among the audience, in 
costume and in character, inciting them to participate in the burning questions of 
1788: standing armies, taxation, and slavery. Our audience voted "for" or 
"against" ratification at the conclusion of each program. The Constitution 
always won. Eventually, we dropped the issue of slavery; pro-slavery forces 
kept winning the debates, to the discomfort of the African-Americans in the 
audience. Though a loose representation of history, the meetings served an 
"official" educational purpose. The costumes we wore and the characters we 
assumed were professional tools—the spoon full of sugar for the scholastic 
medicine.
The costumes worn on December 15th of that year in the Old South 
Meeting House served a different, but related purpose. Samuel Adams, and a 
host of other miscellaneous colonial characters had gathered to reenact the Boston
vii
Tea Party. After a long delay, Adams mounted the pulpit and worked up the 
crowd for a few minutes. As he uttered the famous phrase, ("this meeting can do 
no more to save the country,") a group of "Indians" invaded the hall, then ran 
back out into the cold. The "mob" then marched down to the "Tea Party Ship" 
to throw a few cases overboard. As the crowd watched the shipboard 
proceedings from a nearby bridge, a female "Indian" struggled to hand out 
feathers in the windy cold. The re-creators of the Tea Party were not 
professional educators. Most belonged to the Minuteman units of the Boston 
Suburbs. They braved temperatures that hovered just above zero to come out and 
throw fake cases of tea into the harbor. Who were these people, and why would 
they do this?
I left Boston before I could study the reenactors of the Tea Party, but I 
found a similar group in Virginia. The First Virginia Regiment of the 
Continental Line was founded just before the 1976 Bicentennial.1 About a dozen 
weekends a year its members gather, in costume, to present historical recreations 
of the Revolutionary War era. They are not professional educators. They do not 
receive personal financial compensation for their performances. Several 
thousand people participate in Revolutionary War reenactments through units like
1 In the spirit of the eighteenth century, there is no standardized spelling for 
First Virginia. For clarity, I opted to spell out the name of the regiment every time 
it appears, though most military units use arabic numerals. In the documents, the 
name appears as 1st VA, 1st Virginia, 1st Va., 1st Virga. and the 1st Virga. 
Reg’m’t. When quoting from a documentary source, I followed the spelling in that 
source.
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the First Virginia. By focussing on just one unit, I hoped to find out who 
participated in these reenactments and why they devoted so much time and money 
to what I had considered work.
The standard history of war reenacting, as given by folklorist Jay 
Anderson, begins with the Civil War Centennial.2 To commemorate various 
battles, loose organizations were formed to refight them. Established groups of 
gun buffs joined with established groups of history buffs to present the mock-war. 
Since the late 1930’s, the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association had been 
organizing events for ‘old gun’ hobbyists. The North-South Skirmish association, 
incorporated in 1958, served the growing constituency within the gun-hobby 
fascinated by the Civil War. The Civil War Centennial moved these buffs to the 
national stage. The organizers of the official commemoration tried to discourage 
"sham battles," but "the local people" persevered.3 Historian Allan Nevins, 
who became head of the Civil War Centennial Commission in December of 1961, 
played down the role of the re-created battle in order to emphasize national 
"unity." Earlier that year, 90 men had fainted in the heat of battle at Manassas, 
while two other men were seriously injured in firearms accidents. According to 
Nevins, the historically inaccurate, physically dangerous battles reignited regional
2 Jay Anderson, Time Machines: The World o f  Living History, (Nashville, TN: 
The American Association for State and Local History, 1984), p. 141.
3 The quotation is taken from Karl Betts’s testimony before the House 
Appropriations committee in April of 1961. Betts served as executive director of the 
Civil War Centennial Commission. Quoted in Anderson, p. 141.
chauvinism. President Kennedy’s love of "sham battles," however, put the 
commission back in the battle business.4
Revolutionary War reenacting began as a continuation of, and a reaction 
to, the Civil War Centennial. The 1976 Bicentennial gave buffs a chance to 
reform the hobby, emphasizing safety and historical accuracy. The Brigade of 
the American Revolution, created in the 1960’s to serve as the "umbrella 
organization" for Revolutionary War reenacting, enforced historical standards 
upon its member units. The Revolutionary War was refought according to strict 
rules of engagement: blue jeans, modem boots, and a free-for-all atmosphere 
were no longer acceptable on the battlefield. Historians, along with hobbyists, 
tamed the "sham battle," rendering it fit for service in ‘official’ Bicentennial 
commemorations.5
The Bicentennial ended a decade ago, yet both Civil War and 
Revolutionary War battles persist. Buffs have even reached back to the 
seventeenth, and into the twentieth century for wars to fight. What attracts 
today’s reenactor to today’s battle? To answer this question, I observed a 
number of battles. The introduction considers these battle from the perspective of 
the spectator. Though the focus of most events, the battle is merely one of a 
constellation of activities reenactors pursue. It quickly became clear that a simple
4 Anderson, p. 143.
5 Anderson, p. 145-147. Anderson views the "evolution" of the hobby toward 
greater "historical accuracy" as a natural, progressive change. My reading of events 
is less teleological. See chapter three.
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reading of the battle would answer neither the who or the why question. 
Understanding the battle reenactment required an examination of not only the 
"hobby" of reenacting, but also the lives of reenactors.
Janice Radway, in her study of romance novels, faced a similar problem. 
Previous critics had focussed solely upon the text of the novels, divining their 
social function based upon their personal reading. She quickly discovered that 
not only did women "read" the novels differently, but also that the gesture of 
reading was itself significant. For example, one woman read as a kind of 
passive-aggressive gesture towards her demanding husband, while another women 
read solely for her own pleasure. In some cases, the assertion of the very 
possibility of female self-gratification became an aggressive gesture toward 
disgruntled husbands. Assigning only one cause or effect to romance reading 
proved impossible. To tease out these multiple levels of meaning, Radway chose 
to study a small group of readers intensively. In addition to reading the novels 
herself, she devised a survey, and conducted interviews to try to track "reader 
response." Based upon these data, she was able to discuss the complex 
phenomenon of romance reading insightfully without reducing it to a flat narrative 
of cause and effect.6
Like Radway, I used a survey to make generalizations about the members 
of the First Virginia. Chapter one sketches a typical reenactment and presents
6 Janice Radway, Reading the Romance, (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1984), especially pp. 87-103.
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the results of my survey. Most of the reenactors I studied are middle class, 
middle-aged, college-educated men and women. They joined the First Virginia to 
make friends and participate in a community interested in history. The majority 
like both teaching and learning about the past—all reasons why I enjoyed my job 
with the Park Service. Reenactors take their educational mission very seriously. 
Still, survey results indicated that a small minority participate for reasons 
connected exclusively with guns and military history. Most, however, believe 
sharing history with the general public an important component of "the hobby."
Critics attack reenactors on both the left and right flank. Many 
professional historians find battles and encampments "inaccurate" and misleading.
Some National Park Service administrators believe that reenactments "trivialize" 
war.7 I did not concern myself with the historical accuracy of the re-created 
First Virginia, nor the moral/political issues raised by the bloodless depiction of 
war. These charges typically emanate from public historians and other museum 
professionals who find their authority threatened by reenactors. Though many 
public history professionals, like their academic counterparts, recognize the 
ideological nature of "history," their institutional power lies in their command of 
the "truth." Competing versions of the past are readily entertained, as long as 
the historian retains final judgment on the "best" version. Reenactors exercise 
their right to rewrite the past. Like yelling fire in a crowded theater, their free 
exercise of their historical rights seems to jeopardize the right itself. Yet
7 As noted above, I spent several years working for the National Park Service.
reenactors seldom challenge the authority of historians. They devote enormous 
amounts of time and money to insuring the "authenticity" of their performances. 
They read many of the same "authoritative" texts as the professionals. They sing 
along with historians; they don’t try to cause riots. The differences between 
public historians and reenactors are social and political, not just intellectual. To 
examine the charges of inaccuracy and triviality professionals level against 
reenactors thus would have required a full range of ethnographic research beyond 
the scope of this investigation.
Critics from the left begin far away from the battlefield. Anthropologist 
Richard Handler and philosopher William Saxton link the "living history" 
movement to the structure of modem capitalist society. Reenactments, in their 
view, provide a temporary relief from the contradictions of individualism. 
Modems expect to exercise complete control over their lives; they believe in a 
self that exists above and outside of social forces. Handler and Saxton argue that 
people feel their lives lack authenticity whenever this fictitious self falls victim to 
the demands of society. Reenactments ease this modem dilemma in two related 
ways. Historical narratives are closed and coherent, unlike contemporary life.
By impersonating people whose lives have narrative coherence, reenactors 
compensate for their own dis-ease. Moreover, reenactments privilege the 
sensuous experience of history by the individual—the smell of smoke, the sound 
of a musket. As such, Handler and Saxton believe these experiences reinforce
the fiction of the individual self.8
Several other scholars have used the problem of authenticity to attack the 
modem condition. Numerous tum-of-the-century intellectuals, according to T. J. 
Jackson Lears, also felt their lives lacked "authenticity." He attributes this 
feeling of "weightlessness" to the moderation of emotional Protestantism, the 
increasing luxury of middle class life, and the specter of class conflict. To add 
weight to their lives, the upper middle class embarked upon an unprecedented 
variety of quests for intense experience.9 The fascination with diverse subjects 
such as "oriental religions" or "medieval life," according to Lears, sprang from a 
common dissatisfaction with modem society: a dissatisfaction echoed by many 
present-day reenactors. Dean MacCannell argues that modem tourism likewise 
arose from the feeling of inauthenticity. Lacking an "organic" community of 
their own, tourists consume the authentic lives of others to fill the void.10
Chapter two explores the relationship between the "authenticity" of 
historical reenactments and the work of these scholars. All four scholars share a 
common and debatable perspective: they circumscribe the personal agency of 
their subjects. To the contrary: reenactors form a community self-consciously.
No doubt, their community was formed in reaction against the larger social forces
8 Richard Handler and William Saxton, "Dyssimulation: Reflexivity, Narrative, 
and the Quest for Authenticity in ‘Living History,’" Cultural Anthropology, 3 
(1988).
9 T. J. Jackson Lears, No Place o f  Grace, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1981).
10 Dean MacCannell, The Tourist, (New York: Schocken Books, 1989).
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at work in modem society. But it does not follow that the search for historical 
authenticity is an outward attempt to heal an inner wound. The authenticity as 
salve hypothesis could very well be true, but an intermediate step is missing. If 
reenactors form a community based upon authenticity to experience authenticity, 
then they must intuitively or consciously understand the importance of the 
collective to the individual. Their quest for experience takes them into the 
public sphere, not off to solitary mountaintops. Ironically, by denying agency to 
reenactors, Handler and Saxton present an individual more atomic and isolated 
than evidence warrants. Their subjects are compensating for the negative effects 
of the false consciousness of bourgeois individualism. The reenactors I studied 
formed a community in spite of the fragmentary economic pressures of modem 
capitalism.
The chief defect of Handler and Saxton’s criticism, however, is that by 
focusing on the fragmented individual, they miss real, social conflict.
Authenticity was and is a medium for the expression of power relations. The 
discourse of authenticity is about who controls the truth about the past or about 
the self. Once created, a community or subculture, and its concomitant version 
of self, must compete for political power. Chapter three traces the struggle of 
the First Virginia to gain legitimacy. In the course of this struggle, authenticity 
became the group ideology—an ideology that had to be sold to First Virginia 
members as well as to the larger world of public history. At stake in 
reenactments is a perceived social authority: who gets to script, produce and star
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in the story of the past.11 The First Virginia had to earn their credibility based 
upon standards erected by academic and public historians.
Most reenactors are quite conscious of the importance of pleasing 
institutional authorities. This consciousness extended to my own investigations. 
(The personal is political.) Though I presented myself as a scholar, most group 
members were never quite sure which side I was on. Some people treated me 
with suspicion, while others Hopened-up" immediately. Virtually all reenactors 
agreed that I would never understand reenacting until I "turned-out" in uniform. I 
chose not to put on the uniform to make sure that my position as observer was 
always clear. Even so, I was never comfortable with that position. When 
subjects tried to present the group in the most favorable light by smoothing over 
the rough spots, I resented the lack of honesty. On the other hand, when subjects 
trusted me enough to tell the truth, I got more information than I could ever, in 
good conscience, write about.12 For better or worse, this thesis will shape how 
scholars view the First Virginia and how the First Virginia views itself. I think it 
will satisfy neither audience. Scholars will miss the political and moral 
judgments that flow from a phenomenon explained. Unlike Handler and Saxton, I
11 Both academics and reenactors believe that control of the past is important, 
an assertion based solely upon circumstantial evidence. Its quite possible history 
does not really matter.
121 had virtually unlimited access to group records. Jeff Lambert asked me 
not to write about recent actions of the “Committee on Public Safeguards"—the group 
grievance committee. Understandably, the leaders of the regiment did not want me 
treading lightly on fresh wounds.
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don’t pronounce reenacting good or bad. Reenactors will miss the color and 
excitement of their "hobby.” They may find their own values have not received 
fair representation.
But ultimately, the discourse of authenticity is about representation. It 
would have been much easier to name reenacting a public ritual and then impose 
a meaning upon it. Once bounded, it could be dismissed or embraced, loved or 
hated; it could be mastered by participant and observer alike. Instead, I have 
presented a fragmentary, complicated phenomenon as a fragmentary, complicated 
phenomenon. Though also a strategy for mastery, it’s far more comfortable than 
my alternatives. When working with live subjects, I think it may be possible 
only to produce non-consensus history. But after all, the authenticity of this 
study will be determined by the community of scholars or the community of 
reenactors, not by its footnotes or bibliography.
xvii
ABSTRACT
Thousands of people each year devote time and money to restaging battles 
from the Revolutionary War. This study explores the "hobby" of historical 
reenacting through intensive study of the seventeen-year-old First Virginia 
Regiment of the Continental Line. The hundred active members of the First 
Virginia were studied through interviews, surveys, observation, and documentary 
research.
The "hobby" of reenacting is an attempt by educated, middle-aged, middle 
class whites to create a meaningful, authoritative civic culture in spite of the 
fragmentary social pressures of a modem, multicultural, capitalist society. The 
First Virginia forms community not through a common abstract vision of the 
past, as in a nationalistic history textbook, but rather through the concrete gesture 
of performing battles or camp life.
Reenactors are greatly concerned with the authenticity of their 
performances. Critics of reenacting have argued that this "obsession" with 
authenticity stems from modem notions of an independent self—a self that exists 
outside of the social forces acting upon it. Whenever society imposes restraints 
upon this self, modems feel their lives are inauthentic. Laboring under this false 
consciousness, reenactors seek solace in the "authentic" lives of others and in the 
intense sensuous experiences provided by "living history." These critics fail to 
acknowledge the agency of reenactors. Since reenactors self-consciously form 
communities then they must, on some level, be aware of the shortcomings of 
bourgeois individualism.
The history of the First Virginia suggests that the discourse of authenticity 
is related to issues of social power as well as individual identity. Though 
amateur volunteers, the unit had to prove its "professionalism" (i.e. their ability 
to convey the "truth" according to professional historians) before "official" bodies 
would allow them to perform at commemorative Bicentennial ceremonies. The 
group used authenticity to market their services and gain legitimacy. Within the 
group, the leadership used authenticity to discipline group members insufficiently 
committed to the leadership’s goals. Reenactors thus quickly learned to employ 
authenticity, the power of "truth-ness," to create an authoritative civic culture.
THE COSTUMES OF THE PAST
INTRODUCTION
A spectator never sees all of a Revolutionary War battle reenactment.
The choreography of the eighteenth-century battle makes only minor concessions 
to twentieth-century viewing habits. The impossibility of watching the whole 
event might be one of the few aspects of historical reenacting that is not distinctly 
(post)-modem. Through adaptation or the miracle of television, most spectacles 
are now perceivable as a "totality." Viewing a televised football game provides 
the spectator with over a dozen different camera positions from which to 
"watch" the game. Instant replay and long distance microphones create a sense 
of viewer omniscience. The coverage of modem war now uses the same 
techniques; networks beam missile eye views into living rooms. The modem 
viewer does not like having the linear progression of spectacles obscured by 
circumstance.1
Battle reenactments are more difficult dramatic experiences for spectators. 
In the "fog of war," as General Norman Schwartzkopf put it, observers often 
miss significant parts of battles. Every event on the battlefield is not captured
1 On theater, see George Izenour, Theater Design, (New York:McGraw-Hill, 
1977).
3from twelve different angles. Unlike the football fan in his or her easy chair, 
neither soldier, nor general, nor spectator sees a "full" picture of the battle.
Thus, "reading" a reenactment is problematic. Some spectators run around in 
fear that they are missing some crucial part of the action. Even the large open 
battlefield/stage outside of Ft. Frederick, Maryland, presented problems. The 
bulk of British and Continental forces squared off on the field; directly across 
from the gallery of spectators, an intense skirmish between American Riflemen 
and "Native Americans" was taking place. Only the occasional muzzle blast 
testified to the combat.2
At some events, battles involve large expanses of territory and complex 
manoeuvering. Opposing forces often concurrently engage in several small 
skirmishes at different places. At Boone’s Homestead, continental regiments 
made a large semicircular march before engaging the British. Continental 
soldiers camped at the bottom of an inclined field, along a stream. To reach the 
battlefield, the soldiers marched over a bridge to the other side of the stream, 
then followed a path along the water to a stand of trees. In these woods, they 
recrossed the stream and marched through ankle-deep mud and dense 
undergrowth to reemerge from the woods along a road. Units followed this road 
to the top of a hill, where they engaged British forces. This first skirmish was all 
but invisible to the majority of spectators, owing to the topography of the land. 
They were forced to crick their necks to catch a glimpse of the long-awaited
2 Ft Frederick, June 29, 1991.
4battle. The First Virginia was one of the last units to leave the camp. Gunfire 
began as they were assembling to leave. Eventually, the battle fell down hill onto 
the "battle field" and in front of the spectators. The American forces formed 
their lines and began an advance up the length of the field causing the British to 
pull their forces back. The spectators, like the crowd at a golf match, followed 
the battle along the field. Suddenly, (in the eighteenth-century sense), when it 
looked as if the Americans had secured a decisive advantage, Scottish 
Highlanders emerged from the woods on the right flank of the British line. More 
and more Highlanders appeared and formed their lines, leaving the Americans 
decidedly outmatched. The battle recrossed the field as the Americans began to 
retreat in the direction of the road from which they had emerged. Once again, 
the battle moved slightly out of view of the spectators as it took off down the 
road. The British obliged spectators by returning to the turf in front of the 
crowd for their orderly, yet celebratory march off the field. While viewers were 
treated to the sight of forces lined up, exchanging musket fire at close range, only 
about fifty percent of the tactical manoeuvering was apparent.
The perspective of the crowd was further hampered by strict safety 
requirements. Forces are allowed to fire only at one another, not at the crowd, 
thus dictating the observer’s sideline position. The spectator never sees a line of 
redcoats advancing toward them, bayonets fixed, or faces down the barrel of a 
cannon. No cameras are attached to musket balls or placed on the barrels of 
cannons. Furthermore, the rules of cause and effect are temporarily suspended at
5the beginning of battles by reenactors who don’t want to "die" too early and miss 
out on all the fun. In the theater, or on TV, willing suspension of disbelief is 
rewarded with the exaggerated spectacle of action and reaction, with the gesture— 
in short, with drama. In the battle, willing suspension of disbelief is rewarded 
spartanly and unevenly, usually by large numbers of casualties at the end of an 
engagement: when a cannon fires and a large group of men fall, the crowd 
reacts. After seeing long lines of men "shoot" at one another for several 
minutes, the casualties come as a relief; suddenly, the story has a plot again. 
Often, a bereaved women or struggling casualty will all but steal the show. At 
Ft. Frederick, a wounded drummer attempting to limp/crawl back to his 
retreating lines before the British advance became the highlight of the battle. His 
struggle, registered by the reactions of the crowd, proved fruitless. His 
performance was upstaged at its climactic moments by a woman who, with a loud 
wail of anguish, melodramatically leapt upon a "dead" loved one. These 
dramatic demonstrations, however, occurred infrequently. More often, battles 
ended anticlimactically.3
3 This sketch of Revolutionary War Reenactments is based upon my observations 
of half a campaign season of the 1st Virginia and other reenactments. I attended the 
following events: Yorktown, October, 1990; Fort Ward, Alexandria, VA, Feb 17, 
1991; George Washington’s Birthday Parade, Alexandria, VA, February 18, 1991; 
Camp Cleanup/Pattern Party, Alexandria, VA, March 9, 1991; Skills Weekend, 
Poolesvile, MD, April 13, 1991; Boone’s Homestead, PA, May 18-19, 1991; Fort 
Frederick Field Days, Big Pool, MD, June 29-30, 1991; National Archives, 
Washington, D .C ., July 4, 1991; Yorktown Encampment, Yorktown, VA, (Friday 
evening set-up only,) July 12, 1991; Williamsburg Market Fair, Williamsburg, VA, 
August 31-September 1, 1991 (a portion of both days). I did not participate in any 
of these events. Safety rules forbid bayonets and hand to hand fighting.
6What then is the overall "narrative" of the battle? It is difficult to 
identify any single story at work in the average reenactment. Men (and women 
dressed as men) line up facing one another on a field, pretend to shoot at one 
another, move around a bit, some pretend to die, and then they leave the field.4 
The common themes of great war stories are absent—or at least not publicly 
conveyed. In the context of a battle reenactment, it is difficult to dramatize 
bravery, loyalty, heroism, and the struggle of good versus evil. Even most 
sporting events are packaged in the context of larger dramatic narratives. ("The 
easiest fight to promote is good versus evil," said Don King.) The battle is not 
Aristotelian drama. A sporting event on television relies upon the commentary 
of "experts" to set each event in the proper context. File footage of athletes’ 
hometowns, interviews, and past events are skillfully woven together to form a 
"story" for which a particular athletic contest serves as the dramatic conclusion. 
Reenactors obviously do not have the resources to duplicate this sophisticated 
form of narrative creation. At many reenactments, a working public address 
system was a technical triumph. Some battles were "narrated" by expert 
commentators. Conceivably, these narrations could have been used to "set" the 
scene like the expert commentary of a sporting event; they were not. Typically, 
commentaries consisted of information on military technology or battle tactics. 
Most narrators simply called play by play and peppered their description with a
4 Women who portray women occasionally tend the wounded, give out water, 
and perform crowd control.
7few statistics. If a weapon was used at a reenactment, a spectator learned its
weight, its caliber, and its effective range, along with all the ways in which it
jammed, or exploded. Most narrations followed a conventional oratorical style.
This commentary recorded at a Ft. Ward artillery demonstration displays all the
conventions of the artform:5
You have just seen a demonstration of the firing of an infantry artillery 
piece. This is a three pound brass cannon. Total weight of this artillery 
is 720 pounds, the barrel itself weighs 206, the carriage and limber come 
in at 514 pounds. Unlike what most people assume, this is an infantry 
weapon, it is carried around by the men and not by horses. Its called a 
grasshopper because when they put the carrying rods on, it resembles a 
grasshopper moving along. It fights with the, uh, line in battle. It is not 
in place far behind. It is always up on the line, and its purpose is to break 
up the enemy line. In this particular time we are fighting linear tactics as 
we did against the French and Indians as necessary. The artillery piece 
fires a three pound ball. The purpose is to break up the opposing line. If 
you should hit somebody, that’s fine, but the main idea is to discourage 
them as they see it coming into their line, and break their formation. It is 
possible to fire this with some accuracy to 1200 yards, about 2/3 of a 
mile, and with very good accuracy at 800 yards. It is not used against 
fortifications because the 3 pound ball would not make any great impact.
It comes into its own, as far as the line regiments are concerned, as when 
the enemy are making an attack, because, instead of a three pound ball 
they would put in a round of grapeshot, which is approximately forty-two 
one ounce lead balls in a little casket and it fires out like a shotgun. It is 
effective to 250 to 300 yards, which is approximately three times the 
effective range of a musket so that it is used to decimate any attacking 
infantry force. The crew, if fully up to staff would be sixteen. They 
could fire with as little as three men; ordinarily they would fire 4 to 5 
rounds per minute. In the heat of combat, if necessary, they can fire 
considerably more than that. They can fire, if necessary—they can out-fire 
the musket men in number of shots per minute. They can fire up to 16 
times a minute; but, this is pretty hard on most of the gun crew because
5 Please remember you are reading a transcription of a spoken commentary. 
I have supplied punctuation to try and preserve the oral style of the piece, not to 
make the ideas more comprehensible. Like any fundamentally oral form, much of 
the character is lost in transcription. This speech was delivered painfully slowly.
8there is a pretty good possibility they will not be with us. That means 
they cannot swab out with water; they cannot check for residual flames in 
the barrel; they are just throwing live powder rounds down there, in which 
case part of the crew will disappear. There is an insurance firm in 
London called LLoyd’s. They do a great deal of insurance work for 
ships. Well, they will not insure our artillery crews. Nor the British 
artillery crews either, [shot fired] As you can see, one of the problems 
on the battlefield is gunpowder smoke. And depending upon the weather 
it may disappear with rapidity or remain low on the field.6
There is a stark contrast between this commentary and the battlefield melodrama
that so pleased spectators at Ft. Frederick. Death and the sturm und drang of
battle are reduced to understated technicalities: if a cannonball hits a soldier,
that’s "fine," but the purpose is to "break up" the enemy’s lines. Rather than an
operatic death scene, when a cannon explodes, the gun crew "disappears," its
members simply "no longer with us."
In spite of the apparent lack of drama, it would be a mistake to conclude
that a reenactment is simply a laborious amateur pageant. A trip to the football
stadium involves much more than simply sitting and watching a game. The
action on the field is only a small part of the spectator’s total experience. So too
with reenactments. A constellation of institutions and activities coalesce around
the battle; reenactors call these activities "the hobby." Weekend "events" or
"shows" consist of a complex series of events that are difficult to characterize:
imagine a combination of a boy scout jamboree, a revival camp, a family
reunion, and an American Historical Association convention. Battles occupy a
relatively small overall percentage of a buffs time. Though begun by military
6 Ft Ward, 2/17/91, Tape 1, side A.
9buffs interested in recreated battles, "the hobby" has evolved into a heterogeneous 
institution serving a variety of different constituencies. By simply reading "the 
battle," one misses the war.7
7 Janice Rad way’s study of romance reading influenced the structure of this 
investigation, see Reading the Romance, (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1984).
CHAPTER I
BEYOND STAMP COLLECTING:
"THE HOBBY" AND ITS PRACTITIONERS
Each year, thousands of people spend thousands of hours dressed as 
historical figures. They are not employed by historical museums or other 
institutions; amateurs in the ancient sense of the word, they simply love what 
they do. Some of them demonstrate Civil War battles, while others spend time as 
"mountain men." The majority of activities are focused on battles, though no 
reliable statistics are available. Virtually every military conflict on this continent 
has its share of reenactors. Both World Wars, the Korean War, and the Viet 
Nam War all have formal organizations devoted to restaging battles.8
To examine this phenomenon in more detail, it was necessary to focus on 
one unit. The First Virginia Regiment of the Continental Line, "mustering" out 
of Alexandria, Virginia, was founded in 1975 for the Bicentennial. The unit did
8 Jay Anderson, Time Machines: The World o f  Living History,
(Nashville:American Association for State and Local History, 1984), pp. 135-155. 
Jay Anderson, The Living History Sourcebook, (Nashville: American Association for 
State and Local History, 1985) passim.
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not disband after Yorktown, 1981; in 1990, the roster listed about 100 active 
members. The 1991 campaign season consisted of over a dozen events. The 
First Virginia was one many regiments who attended Boone’s Homestead.
Boone’s Homestead is about twenty miles from the outlet malls of 
Reading, Pennsylvania, and about 500 miles from the suburbs of Detroit. Its an 
odd destination for a weekend trip from Michigan. The log cabin in which 
Daniel Boone was bom no longer exists. Instead, a smattering of eighteenth and 
nineteenth century buildings "tell the story of the Boone family and other early 
settlers of Berks County."9 The Visitor’s Center has a display on old guns and 
memorabilia generated by schoolchildren who had visited more recently. Open 
fields, forest trails, and running streams are all well represented on the spacious 
grounds. The Museum of Pennsylvania Pioneers delivers everything its name and 
location promise: a good outdoor local history museum. Though probably a 
place of pilgrimage and recreation for area residents, the site hardly seems likely 
to draw mid-westerners.
Yet on a Friday night in May, Tom and Dick Smith drove all the way 
from Michigan just to camp for the weekend.10 They were not the only distant
9 Michael S. Durham, The Smithsonian Guide to Historic America: The Mid- 
Atlantic States, (New York: Stewart, Tabori, and Chang, 1989), p. 416.
101 have changed their names to respect their privacy. The First Virginia is 
affiliated with a unit which musters out of the Michigan area, the 10th Virginia. 
The Smith brothers’ primary affiliations are with units closer to home, but they do 
"turn out" with the First.
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visitors. Hundreds of people crossed hundreds of miles to get to Birdsboro, PA. 
Boone’s Homestead was the site of one of the largest gatherings of Revolutionary 
War reenactors this campaign season. The Smith brothers were more than 
willing to rearrange their worldly obligations in order to be on hand for the 
"show." Tom lost two days of vacation from his work as a plumber. Dick, a 
self-described house husband, left his wife to care for his two young children. 
Reenactors from all over the East coast likewise arranged or rearranged their 
schedules. Some, like the Smith brothers, left their children at home, while 
others came with their entire families.
Every car and truck arrived packed densely and neatly with equipment.
A group from North Carolina, who had chartered a bus, stored all their 
equipment in the large luggage bays. Reenactors are experienced travelers. They 
know how to carry all their "stuff over long distances. They look a bit like 
latter-day Oakies on the road, streamlined for the modem age. Wooden chests, 
chairs, and sometimes cots are visible through station-wagon windows; large 
pieces of wood or iron get strapped onto roofs or into the beds of pick-up trucks. 
With all this awkward paraphernalia, there is no feeling of disarray. Space is too 
precious and time is too dear to waste space. Not surprisingly, a sort of military 
precision reigns supreme. The First Virginia carries its collective gear in a large 
two-axle truck donated by the local phone company, removing some of the 
burden from individual members.
The Friday Tom and Dick arrived was, by all accounts, a miserable
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night: rainy, cold, with a fair bit of wind. Some groups managed to pitch camp 
before the deluge. Late arrivals had more difficulty. Like packing and 
unpacking the car, setting up camp is an orderly process. Tents of the "private 
men" must be placed squarely in rows, kitchens must be equidistant from the 
rows of tents, and officers must be sufficiently far away from both. The tents are 
made from a heavy canvas draped over wooden poles. The grass or mud floor is 
covered with hay, which when properly bunched provides some comfort and 
insulation for sleeping. Longtime reenactors report that these tents are 
occasionally waterproof. The number of shoes and undergarments drying around 
cooking fires on Saturday morning suggested that Friday was not such a time.
Dick was portraying a British officer and thus did not have to sleep on the 
ground. He brought his tent and his bed, as well as several other pieces of 
furniture, in the blue Ford stationwagon. Tom, a Continental soldier, slept on 
the ground. Tents are allocated according to rank and need. New, single, 
recruits might share a tent, while a "private man" who brought his family with 
him might be granted some measure of privacy. Though the placement of the 
people within the tents is somewhat disorderly, the placement of the tents 
themselves is strictly determined by Von Steuben's Manual.11 It’s quite common 
to see well-thumbed copies opened face down on car seats during set-up time.
Event planners had located the American camp on a large, sloping field.
11 Von Steuben’s drill manual was used by continental forces during the 
American Revolution.
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Each unit set up in parallel lines: two lines of "men,” a line of officer’s tents, 
and then a line of kitchens. The camp was an impressive sight; it could have 
covered a football field. The British camp presented a much different picture, 
partly due to the rain. Though only a seven-minute walk from the American 
camp, the British were on much lower ground. When the mud became ankle 
deep, they moved out of the swamp to some (slightly) higher nearby ground.
Both groups kept largely to themselves throughout the weekend, except for 
the times when they were shooting at one another. Tom and Dick were the 
exception. They visited each other several times. Opposing forces also met at 
the sutler’s tents. The sutlers create a mall/flea market for "period" items. They 
provide everything from books to clothing to weapons. These traveling 
salespeople have become a fixture at most reenactments. A reenactor in search of 
canteen or a flint and steel can usually purchase one just a few short steps away 
from camp. Most sutlers began as buffs themselves and are thus eager to 
exchange knowledge and goods. The proper equipment is essential to the 
successful pursuit of reenacting as a hobby. Sutlers have made it much easier for 
new buffs to outfit themselves and for old hands to keep on top of the latest 
developments in the field. The weekend’s schedule allowed plenty of time for 
shopping.
The troops were mustered Saturday morning to receive instructions and to 
practice the drill. In the early afternoon, the Americans were forced from the 
(battle) field by the artillery of the British and the timely arrival of a group of
Scottish Highlanders. Casualties on both sides were high, to the delight of the 
crowd. The troops spent the rest of the afternoon in camp until the museum 
closed. Once the coast was clear, the British attacked the Americans in camp. 
Actually the British never made it quite as far as the American camp; for safety’s 
sake the Continentals had been forewarned. A kind of eighteenth-century free- 
for-all ensued. Participants liked its spontaneity. Historian/tacticians judged the 
melee more sternly.
After the battle, the troops once again returned to camp for dinner.
Unlike some reenactments, no group evening activity had been planned by the 
sponsors of the event. The British took it upon themselves to have several kegs 
of cider available for social lubrication. Dick volunteered to collect "donations" 
for said cider and return the appropriate scrip. This "duty" was appropriate for 
the officer he portrayed. In spite of his critical role in fomenting the evening’s 
celebrations, Dick did not drink. Nor did he join the assembled throng in story 
or song. He said he preferred to talk quietly with friends and acquaintances. On 
the American side, units stuck to their own campfires and coolers. There was 
some singing in small groups, but no organized activity.
On Sunday, the only major activity was the battle. This time, American 
forces triumphed. As soon as the battle was completed, groups began to break 
down camp. There was very little interest in a water-carrying contest sponsored 
by the event organizers. Each unit could send a team of two: one male and one 
female—a Jack and a Jill. The woman started with two large pails filled with
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water on a yoke. She ran up to a fence and handed them to her partner. He had 
to climb over another fence, then bring as much water as possible back down the 
hill. The couple was timed, and the amount of water left in the buckets was 
scrupulously measured by a panel of judges. I never learned which unit won.
No one seemed to care except the participants. Virtually everyone else was hard 
at work cleaning and organizing their gear for the arduous packing job ahead.
Tom and Dick had a good deal of trouble trying to fit everything back into the 
blue station wagon.
By four o’clock on Sunday there were more cars than tents in the 
American Camp. The bus was loaded and ready to leave. Even the sutlers were 
beginning to pack up. The large brown truck of the First Virginia was one of 
the last on the field. Re-packing the truck is solely the province of experts. E. 
D .’s years in the Marines come through in fine fashion during this exercise.12 
Success begins with proper tent folding. Patience expires with improper folding. 
In fact, by the end of a long weekend, patience often just expires. Loading the 
van is tedious because only one or two people can work inside. People stand 
nearby and try and look helpful. Eventually, most tire of waiting for the pots or 
tent poles to be put in exactly the right position and just go back to their own 
business. Slowly, the pegs get to the peg bags and the tents get (re-)folded: the 
gear gets onto the van as the reenactors trickle away.
12 By convention, individual reenactors are referred to using only initials.
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While not all events follow this formula, the vast majority of the First 
Virginia’s time and resources are devoted to weekend encampments. These 
events have come to define the realm of Revolutionary War reenacting. Though 
unit members also attend parades and make school presentations, most individuals 
participate to spend a weekend in the eighteenth century. These two-day get­
aways cost more than just travel expenses. Reenactors put an enormous amount 
of time and money into creating the costumes and paraphernalia necessary to 
stage a battle. Even minimal participation requires a complete "kit." A new 
recruit ignorant of the ways of needle and thread spends close to $1000 to 
become a "Private."13 Reenactors are quick to point out that all hobbies are 
expensive. Still, "the hobby" demands much time and money from its 
participants.
Who would devote these resources to reenacting, and why? The majority 
of First Virginia members are educated, white, middle-aged middle class 
people.14 Sixty-eight percent of participants are between thirty and fifty years
13 Most units have "loaner lockers" for tentative recruits. In practice, interested 
parties can usually assemble enough gear to "turn out" without a tremendous 
investment for their first season of events.
14 The discussion in this section is based upon a written survey mailed to the 
approximately 100 "active" members of the regiment. People who continued 
membership even though they no longer attended events were eliminated. Fifty-eight 
surveys were returned—a testimony to the self consciousness of the organization. 
One survey arrived too late to be included in these results. Respondents were not 
asked to list their names. Quotations are referenced by arbitrary code numbers 
assigned to each completed survey. See the Appendix for the complete text of the 
survey.
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old. Fourteen percent are younger than thirty, eighteen percent are older than 
fifty. Three quarters of respondents live in households with incomes above 
thirty-five thousand dollars. Seventy-seven percent have college degrees. 
Seventy-one percent own houses. While there are many exceptions, the majority 
of respondents are successful baby-boomers living in the greater Washington, D. 
C. area. A little less than half (44%) described their jobs as "government 
service." Nineteen of the forty-two male respondents are veterans. Most First 
Virginians are or have been married (72%), though a significant minority (26%) 
are "single." Reenactors are not the disenfranchised or the dispossessed. Sixteen 
of eighteen people (89%) surveyed at one recent event had voted in the 1990 
election. In 1988, First Virginia members favored Bush about two to one.
Surprisingly, the majority of reenactors did not indicate that the battle was 
their favorite activity. Though the battle is the central organizing principle of 
reenactments, it is not the only draw for participants. Rather, reenactors relish 
the opportunity to perform facilitated by the battle. Only thirty-three percent of 
the survey respondents liked the battle best. Even when women were eliminated 
from this sample, the percentage rose to only forty-four. Instead, the majority of 
people indicated that they liked "talking to spectators" or "depicting camp life" 
best. Tom and Dick both selected talking to spectators. Based upon survey 
results, the First Virginia can be divided into two groups: those who enjoy 
performing, and those who enjoy performing a lot less. For the vast majority of 
members, the presence of the audience is important. Eighty three percent
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indicated that they liked it when people ask lots of questions and pay close 
attention to the battle. For eleven percent, watching the battle and displaying a 
moderate interest was sufficient. The mere presence of spectators at the battle 
met the needs of five percent.
The group of people who were less concerned about spectator interests had 
a few common characteristics. Those who do not like performing, (n=9) chose 
the battle and firing their weapon as their favorite activities. They are all men, 
and most attend reenactments for reasons associated with group sociability and to 
use their weapon. Five chose "it’s fun" as the main reason they attend, two 
chose "like black powder," and one selected "friendships" (One person skipped 
the question). Learning and teaching history was not as important a priority to 
this group. Seven of these nine non-performer men indicated that they were 
married or living with someone. Six out of these seven participate without their 
significant other, a rate thirty percent higher than the group average of fifty-four 
percent. In other words, these are men who might like to get away from their 
spouse on the weekends to fire weapons with other men and women. Given the 
association between reenacting and battles, someone who never attended an event 
might expect this subgroup to be the dominant force in the hobby. In fact, these 
men represent a small minority within the First Virginia.
The typical First Virginian enjoys performing. Reenacting history turns 
his or her performance into education. Education is a public service. Thirty 
people listed "to learn history" amongst their top two reasons for attending
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reenactments, while nineteen selected "to teach others." In written responses to 
the question "why do you participate in reenactments?" eleven people explicitly 
or implicitly cited patriotism or filiopietism as motivation for "teaching." Several 
members wished to share their "love of history" with like minded people. Not 
surprisingly, none of the eleven patriots indicated that they disliked performing. 
One former reenactor participated because of "deep motivations for patriotism, 
public service, and belief that reenactments provide an opportunity to inspire 
similar feelings in others."15 Depicting camp life provides reenactors with an 
opportunity for informal discussion of American history. Spectators ask questions 
while reenactors learn from one another. For many members, reenactments are 
engaging, egalitarian, high school civics classes.16
This analogy suggests some of the key benefits of reenacting for 
participants. Civics classes were designed to instill in students a commitment to 
"American values." The story of the American past served as a primer, replete 
with moral and ethical lessons. History provided the medium for the creation of 
a common sense of community--at least it did when the majority of participants
15 M l3. It should be noted that rhetoric which I have designated as patriotic 
does not always specifically use the word.
16 This sensibility might account for the large number of members who liked 
"depicting camp life" best (28%). Camp provides a space for informal contact with 
spectators. While cooking a stew or cleaning a gun, reenactors often lecture to 
small groups of onlookers. These "question and answer sessions" promote 
discussion of American history. Women were much more likely to select camp life 
as their favorite activity.
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attended high school.17 Many reenactors absorbed this sense of the importance 
of the past. When asked "what is history" and "is it important," almost half 
quoted or misquoted Santyana’s dictum: "Those who can not remember the past 
are condemned to fulfill i t ." Most responses toned down his language of 
apocalyptic condemnation to the quality of a self-help book: "History is what 
happened yesterday, and if you do not learn from it, you will repeat mistakes." 
But there was an odd dichotomy between theory and practice at reenactments.
The community created was not the abstract community of America as envisioned 
by McCarthy era textbooks, but rather the concrete community of present day 
reenactors. History is not the message but the medium. Different reenactors tell 
different versions of the story of the past. The diverse contents of the various 
narratives could not in and of themselves form a unified community. Rather, 
reenactments bring together a community interested in the past—not a high school 
class but a college seminar.
This community is a social community. Thirty-one percent of respondents 
attend more than ten events each year. The members of the First Virginia know 
each other well, having spent hours on the battlefield or around the campfire.
They participate because they enjoy each other’s company. Survey results 
confirm my observations. Twenty-three people chose "friendships" or "social 
occasions" amongst their top two reasons for attending events. Twenty-six 
selected "it’s fun." On the battlefield, there is no dichotomy between "social
17 Francis FitzGerald, America Revised, (New York:Vintage, 1979).
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occasions" and "teaching others." Reenacting unifies both activities into a public 
civic culture. Though some people participate primarily to make friends and to 
fire their weapons, most attend to perform, to learn, and to teach history. Every 
Fourth of July, following their appearance at the National Archives, the regiment 
gathers for a bar-b-que. The day exemplifies the way in which reenactors 
combine virtuous civic participation with informal social interactions. In so 
doing, the regiment fulfills the needs of those looking for social and civil society.
Like any social group, a regiment provides a forum for individuals to 
meet a broad range of goals. Some use the "historical" nature of reenactments to 
their own social advantage. Rich, a British NCO, explained the distinctiveness 
of his unit:
The difference between our regiment and the other regiments is that a 
good portion of us work for museums. When you join the 64th you will 
spend three years as a recruit being trained by the other members of the 
regiment in the history of the regiment, the history of the war, and the 
history of the period, historical interpretations of the site you’re presently 
at, before you’re promoted to full private and allowed to start giving 
historical interpretations....Before you make an NCO’s rank like m ine- 
like a corporal or a sergeant—you will have spent at least 5 to 8 years 
doing that historical interpretation at various places, and be thoroughly 
versed in all the circumstances, and you will also have shown an ability to
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go above and beyond the call of duty helping out the other people.... The 
people who get promoted are those who do most of the work. What it 
boils down to is a love of teaching, a love of history, a willingness and a 
desire to share what you’ve learned in the course of your research with the 
public."18
History here becomes a medium for the display of expertise. The 64th regiment 
not only preserves history but also serves as the kind of meritocracy America is 
supposed to be.
Dick suggested another reason why people participate in reenactments.
He believed that people of his generation had happy memories of visits to historic 
sites on family vacations. Dick particularly remembered a trip to Fort Niagara. 
Twenty-seven respondents described taking similar trips. Five specifically 
mentioned Colonial Williamsburg. One woman remembered throwing a temper 
tantrum in order to encourage her parents to spend another day in the restored 
city. The responses were not detailed enough to determine whether reenactors 
remembered happy "family" experiences or happy historical experiences. Mike, 
a carpentry teacher two years older than Dick, described a family trip to Ontario. 
For Mike, this visit to Fort Niagara was a moment of epiphany.
The thing that hooked me... When I was in sixth grade, I went with my
18 Boone’s Homestead, Tape 3, 5/18/91. Though I have eliminated a few words 
here and there, this is an ‘authentic’ transcription.
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grandparents.... We went up to Ontario.... We went to Fort Niagara.... 
They had half a dozen guys doing British Grenadiers, and watching these 
guys out on the field manoeuver and march and listening to the music they 
were playing.... It hooked me. For the rest of my life. All my interests 
up to sixth grade or so suddenly came to a pinhead focus. It just 
fascinated me to no end. I couldn’t read about it. I couldn’t talk to 
enough people about it. I couldn’t research enough about it. The more I 
read the more I realized how ignorant I was. The more I realized I had to 
read or look or talk or visit museums or whatever I had to do to become 
more knowledgeable about it. It was my quest....19 
While this trip certainly produced happy memories, for Mike the historic site 
itself made more of an impression than the feeling of being a "family." Still, 
these childhood vacations were important experiences. Present-day reenactors are 
part of a generation of middle class adults raised on family car trips. These 
voyages in station wagons conflated history, family, leisure, community, and 
adventure.
The members of the First Virginia enact all of those experiences in "the 
hobby." Some, drawn by the romance of history, do battle for fun and 
enjoyment; others, seeking meaningful civic participation, join to teach/leam an 
authoritative history. For virtually all members, the regiment serves as a social 
community It’s as if the local PTA were also a bowling team. Reenactors have
19 Interview, July 4, 1991, Alexandria, Virginia.
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created a new social space for their activities by building upon the achievements 
of past generations. Though still operating safely within traditional notions of the 
value of public history, the reenactment movement has joined a variety of 
different interest groups together—all united in their love of history.
CHAPTER II
THE PLOT THICKENS: ANTIMODERNISM AND MODERN REENACTING
In a recent issue of Dispatches, the First Virginia newsletter, Matthew 
Amt, "‘the Sgt. from Hell,’" asked the troops:
Did American soldiers... really keep their hats in genteel muslin sacks? 
Was each man issued a stool, a lantern and a lantern stand, or did he 
supply his own? How, exactly, did the soldiers carry their big wooden 
boxes and plastic coolers on the march? Were sleeping bags down filled 
only in winter or all year long? Was there never a shortage of WD-40 or 
vinyl gun cases? Just what were the amounts of scotch tape and plastic 
baggies used by munitions laboratories during the war? And what was the 
average private’s dry-cleaning bill?20 
Amt’s inquiries were prompted by a photograph taken by "a visitor at Meadow 
Farm." The photographer gleefully recorded First Virginians "stuffing scotch- 
taped cartridges into plastic baggies," then exclaimed "‘Nice plastic, Farbs."
20 Matthew Amt, "‘Late War’ Uniforms," Dispatches, November, 1988, p .7.
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Amt editorialized, "I hope this sickens you as much as it does m e.”21 Amt was 
concerned because the First had been caught red-handed in a breach of 
authenticity. Its difficult to convey the fervor with which "authenticity" is 
pursued by "the hobby." The word "farb" was coined for a person or thing who 
did not meet authenticity standards. Machine-made stitches on a visible coat 
seam is considered "farby." An event rife with historical inaccuracies would be a 
"Farbfest." This emphasis on authenticity is not merely custom; authenticity is 
institutionalized. For years, the Brigade of the American Revolution dominated 
"Rev War" reenacting. In order to join, groups had to meet rigorous standards 
set by the organization. Before some events, units must stand inspection. A unit 
that fails inspection can be barred from doing battle.
There is no natural reason why this emphasis on authenticity should occur.
If the creation of a community is indeed an objective of the reenactment 
movement, one could conceive of such a movement without the intensive pursuit 
of authenticity. Groups with similar structures to the First Virginia do not place 
as much emphasis on authenticity. Jay Anderson, historian and evangelist of 
"living history," does not exclude the Society for Creative Anachronism from the 
living history movement just because S.C.A. reenacts the Middle Ages not as
21 Matthew Amt, "‘Late War’ Uniforms," p.7. A 1976 set of rules for camp 
conduct warns: "Be careful of modem devices such as wrist watches, rubber bands 
in the hair, and modem glasses. You may forget to take them off and be captured 
in a news photo as a "farb." "Camp Conduct," n.d., circa 1976, Newsletter folder.
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they really were, but "as they should have been."22 Given the patriotic 
interests of some members, and the social interests of others, there is no obvious 
reason why "approximately right," or "true to the spirit o f ’ shouldn’t suffice.
But it doesn’t.
Why should reenactors pursue authenticity? Recall Dick’s hypothesis 
about the relationship between early family travel experiences and reenacting. 
What were those families who traveled seeking when they visited natural and 
historic sites? Dean MacCannell, in The Tourist, argues that tourists seek to 
"consume" the "authentic" experiences of others. For MacCannell, the search for 
authenticity is one of the chief characteristics of the "modem world." In 
advanced capitalist societies, real human social relations are replaced by the 
exchange of commodities; experience itself, he argues, has become a commodity 
to be consumed by tourists. They do so in order to feel the sense of communitas 
that once emerged organically when work, leisure, and home were integrated.
By this formulation, tourists consume "cultural productions" in order to feel part 
of a community.23 Thus, it’s possible that reenactors learned how to create a 
sense of civic culture while on tour with their families. Perhaps during family 
car trips, children experienced a coherence between their selves, their families,
22 Jay Anderson, Time Machines, pp. 167-72.
23 Dean MacCannell, The Tourist, (New York:Schocken Books, 1989) pp. 19-
26.
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and their collective reflection in the wider social world.24
Regardless of the direct causal links, there is still a striking parallel 
between tourists and reenactors. Both seek to consume the authentic experiences 
of others. For reenactors, however, the other is an historical other; the 
authenticity they seek is historical authenticity. Thus, in order for the parallel 
between tourism and reenacting to be valid, the past must first become a distant 
place one can visit. In The Past Is a Foreign Country, David Lowenthal argues 
that "the past, once virtually indistinguishable from the present, has become an 
ever more foreign realm...increasingly suffused by the present."25 Over the last 
few centuries, the past has become objectified as "past." Lowenthal even uses 
travel as a metaphor to describe the present state of history. The past is overrun 
by shallow men and women in Hawaiian shirts with cameras. "Now a foreign 
country with a booming tourist trade, the past has undergone the usual 
consequences of popularity." Popularity somehow cheapens the product.26
Here the parallel with tourists breaks down. Reenactors are reacting 
against shallow, voyeuristic tourism. Their solution, as Tom Smith indicates, is
24 The Brady family went to the Grand Canyon and found authentic Native 
Americans. The adventure added some excitement to their suburban middle-class 
lives and the TV season as a whole.
25 David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985) p. XIX. More specifically, David Christopher Bryan’s 
detailed study of Deerfield, Massachusetts describes how Deerfield transformed itself 
from a town to a historic site worthy of touristic pilgrimage. Bryan, "The Past as 
a Place to Visit: Reinventing the Colonial in Deerfield, Massachusetts," Senior 
Honors Thesis, Amherst College, 1989.
26 Lowenthal, p.XVI.
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to go native: "When you are dressed in period clothing at a historical site, 
you’re not just a tourist."27 The quest for accuracy in all things is an attempt to 
overcome the affective distance between past people and themselves. Accuracy 
facilitates a broad range of intense experiences calculated to transcend "time."
Reenactors have their own discourse about the attempt to bridge the gap 
between themselves and the objective past. They call the apogee of this 
experience "time tripping" or "time warp." This is a "magic moment" during 
which reenactors feel they have gone back in time—hence the title of Jay 
Anderson’s book: Time Machines. According to anthropologist Richard Handler, 
this is the point where the buffs experiences seem "really real." 28 There is a 
collapse of distinctions between the present world of experience and the imagined 
past world of experience: it all becomes one felt experience. Reenactors speak of 
time warps in almost mystical terms. R.P.B. Turner studied Civil War 
reenactors. He interviewed two professional anthropologists/reenactors who 
described the experience:
B:It borders on trance states, it really does...
N:You feel like you’re... somewhere else
B:Its very hard to describe but its a real transformation.... It literally
27 Surveys, M25.
28 Richard Handler and William Saxton, "Dyssimulation: Reflexivity, Narrative, 
and the Quest for Authenticity in ‘Living History,’" Cultural Anthropology 3 (1988): 
247.
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borders on trance states.29
My own research suggests that there is a broad spectrum of historicity to 
the "intense experience" buffs feel. After a battle, the camp post mortem 
typically concerns their experience, not the experiences of the historical "they." 
Just like actors after a performance, reenactors consider the various things that 
worked or didn’t work-poorly executed tactical maneuvers, that guy who was 
obviously "shot" three times before he decided to "go down," or the ankle deep 
mud encountered on the field. After particularly intense battles, the men who 
"really got into it" volunteer their experiences. They describe a feeling 
somewhere between rage and fear that drives them to keep shooting at the 
"enemy." These experiences, however, could stand on their own intensity. 
Sometimes reenactors say the moment of "knowing" what it must have been 
"like" occurs during the event itself. More often, the "knowing" is an active 
process of synthesis spurred on by the questions of skeptical interviewers. R.P.B. 
Turner notes that many of the descriptions of time warps he had collected 
occurred at night, when anachronisms were less likely to be noticed. In the 
quiet relaxed atmosphere of the campfire, mystical experiences are possible. 
Qualitatively, the heat of battle is quite different from the heat of the campfire. 
Both, however, provide intense sensual experiences not otherwise available to the 
typical computer programmer or librarian. Moreover, both forums allow an
29 Rory P. B. Turner, "Sociability, Metaphor, and Time Warps in the 
Experience of Civil War Reenactments," Masters Thesis, Indiana University, 1990, 
p. 58.
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opportunity to feel connection and community.
Not everyone works with the same scale of intense experience. An 
adventure for one person might be a day’s work for someone else. Those 
reenactors who attend primarily for the opportunity to perform might feel the 
greatest intensity lecturing visitors on the intricacies of eighteenth-century 
medicine. Women, by and large, don’t have the same experiences men do in 
battle.30 For them, the camp or cooking fire might provide the greatest 
intensity. Almost half the men in the group are Veterans: some of them frankly 
admit that they like the "intensity" of battle. Thus, the "hobby" moves beyond 
voyeuristic tourism to more participatory vacation experiences; not everyone, 
however, enjoys the same type of participatory, "intense" vacation experience.
Intensity, however, is quite different from authenticity; it need not require 
the larger justification of "history." Why should public history be a medium for 
the intense experiences of the middle class? The answer lies at the roots of the 
crisis of authenticity.
The members of the First Virginia are not the first group of Americans to 
seek "authentic" experience. At the turn of the century, members of the 
privileged classes began experiencing a feeling of "weightlessness." In No 
Place o f  Grace, T. J. Jackson Lears details the accretion of circumstance 
responsible for this "crisis" among the elite middle class. Life was growing ever
30 Women often tend the wounded and distribute water on the battlefield. There 
are a number of women who dress as men and go to battle. The female soldiers I 
interviewed did not describe experiences different from male, soldiers.
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more comfortable and luxurious. The emotional power of Christianity was giving 
way to "a theology of formulized benevolence and personal well being."31 
This declension resulted in a nagging sense of ontological insignificance. 
Moreover, affluence had racial consequences. The perceived decline of white 
virility in the face of an onslaught of "foreign" people led Teddy Roosevelt and 
others to warn against "race suicide." The elite was growing soft just when it 
needed all its strength to fight off the challenges of their social inferiors.32 
Class conflict not only threatened the physical safety of the elite, but also 
challenged the hegemonic correspondence between their fundamental values and 
society’s fundamental values. The spiritual, physical, and social decay they 
perceived undermined their sense of self. Their inner sense of self could no 
longer find itself in the social mirror--or maybe they were just frightened by what 
they saw.
Evolving psychological theories did not help matters. "By the end of the 
nineteenth century, the self seemed neither independent, nor unified, nor fully 
conscious, but rather interdependent, discontinuous, divided and subject to the 
play of unconscious or inherited impulses."33 In response to the lack of a "solid 
self," the educated middle class set off on an unprecedented variety of "quests"
31 T.J. Jackson Lears, No Place o f Grace: Antimodemism and the 
Transformation o f American Culture 1880-1920, (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1981), p. 45.
32 Lears, pp. 30-31.
33 Lears, p. 38
for experience intense enough to lend some solidity to their lives. This search for 
experience unified a wide spectrum of people dissatisfied with modernity. The 
crafts movement’s valorization of manual labor and the primitivists’ infatuation 
with the middle ages stemmed from a perceived need to heal the modem self.34 
Idealized craftsmen and idealized peasants provided a model for emulation. 
Military pomp and circumstance, the erection of monuments, and public historical 
pageants all facilitated the public enactment of new filiopietistic rituals. Like 
reenactors, Lears’s antimodemists looked to the idealized past for escape from 
present-day anxieties and to regain a sense of control over the public sphere.35 
Both groups sought to reinvigorate—to recreate and to invent--a civic culture.
Unlike earlier antimodemists, reenactors stick much closer to home;
Lears’s dramatis personae reached intercontinentally for intense experience. The 
members of the First Virginia do not occupy social positions comparable to the 
subjects of No Place o f Grace.36 The Lodges and Adamses might have 
checked off "government service" on a survey, but they probably did not work in 
"procurement" or as "systems analysts." Elite families had access to transatlantic 
and transpacific culture. Though some members of the regiment’s 
contemporaries did turn eastward in the 1960’s, this avenue was unavailable to
34 Lears, pp.70, 142-44.
35 Lears, p. 5, 98, David Glassberg, American Historical Pageantry, (Chapel 
Hill, NC:University of North Carolina Press, 1990, pp.70-73, David Christopher 
Bryan, "The Past as a Place To Visit," p. 37.
36 Lears conveniently provides a list of his "dramatis personae" in an appendix, 
pp. 313-23.
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those who wanted to remain in the mainstream. In other words, William Sturgis 
Bigelow’s turn of the century journey to Japan and Buddhism was available to 
baby boomers at the San Francisco Zen Center, but only at the price of an 
apparently unacceptable marginalization.37
Reenactors are modem antimodemists. Their antimodemism is framed 
within the therapeutic discourse of the late twentieth century, not the late 
nineteenth century. Instead of suffering from tum-of-the-century Neurasthenia 
brought on by "modem civilization," present day reenactors suffer from "future 
shock" brought on by "modem civilization." Jay Anderson proposes the "living 
history" movement as an antidote for "future shock." 38 Nerves frazzled by the 
relentless pace of technology can find refuge in the eternal Revolutionary War. 
Most First Virginians had something nasty to say about the twentieth century.
The eighteenth century was simpler, and less complex. The metaphor of tourism 
lies beneath many of their comments: "I like to get away from the 20th 
century."39 "Just because we are bom in a century we often don’t like, doesn’t 
mean we have to live there all the time."40 Carl Gnam, a founding member of 
the First Virginia, thought many of his colleagues felt a "kind of nostalgia" for
37 Lears, p. 225-34.
38 Anderson, pp. 179-87.
39 Survey, M37.
40 Survey, F33.
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the eighteenth-century.41 Many people mentioned the ruggedness, self-reliance, 
and "skills" of the eighteenth century person; all qualities an early antimodemist 
might have admired. Nevertheless, the sensibilities of the modem antimodem are 
not without inconsistency. Carl Gnam admired the Revolutionary War soldier 
because he did the best he could with what he had. Implicit in this comment is 
an empathic understanding of the limitations that society places upon an 
individual. To Gnam, the anonymous soldier was a hero not because of his 
ideological or social purity, but rather because of his ability to cope with 
adversity. It’s not clear whether Carl Gnam seeks an escape from a "a culture of 
evasive banality," or simply empathizes with the soldier’s dignity in the face of 
limited options. Whatever, the elite of the turn of the century did not feel its 
economic and social limitations in the same fashion as the members of the First 
Virginia.42
Though there are numerous other differences between old and new 
antimodemists, the similarities are most striking. The dominant themes persist— 
especially militarism. In honoring the soldier, both old and new antimodemists 
were (and are) not content with merely recognizing sacrificial patriotism under 
unfortunate circumstances. Soldiers were honored for their experience of battle
41 Carl Gnam, Interview, 5/5/91, Leesberg, Virginia.
42 Both affluence and political responsibility have trickled down over the course 
of the twentieth century. The fact that now a wider segment of the middle class 
experiences the anxiety of affluence and a declension of political hegemony suggests 
a redistribution of wealth and political power did occur. Modem antimodemism 
arises from "progressive" change.
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above and beyond their role as freedom fighters. Reenactors want to know what 
it "felt like" to be a soldier, not just what they accomplished or failed to 
accomplish.43 The modern-day "cult of experience" includes camp life along 
with the battle. Members of the First, unlike their antecedents, are more 
concerned with recapturing "authentic" experience than participating in 
regenerative acts of violence. Modem reenactors are content with pantomime.
But the military provides more than just the opportunity for the intensity of war 
and the privations of camp.44 The revolutionary war soldier has an incredibly 
malleable symbolic power. Units allude to the martial tradition even as they 
elaborate new and incongruous public ceremonies. Cash-strapped units are 
willing to fire salutes at bank or gas station openings as well as at the National 
Archives or for the visit of the Queen of England.
Herein lies the beauty of historical reenacting. It provides a forum for 
intense experience, while it creates a civic culture. The disharmony between the 
perceived inner self and outer world wrought by capitalism precipitated the crisis 
of authenticity. "The hobby" facilitates the reharmonizing of self and world.
43 Lears, p. 118.
44 Its difficult to see where women fit into the militarist equation. The increased 
importance of "camp" as an intense experience could indicate greater inclusiveness 
in the cult of true experience. On the other hand, as the most recent war 
demonstrated, the experience of battle is now available to women volunteers. While 
the cult of experience has grown more inclusive, the persistence of military symbols 
in the public realm perpetuates the exclusion of women. The public realm of 
reenacting, however, allows women to perform "their" history. I was not able to 
asses the extent to which women members believe in the cult of military experience.
They were not, however, disproportionate dissenters from the patriotic party line.
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Participants author their own histories on a variety of different levels 
simultaneously. Reenactors actively create their past. Their past then becomes 
their present and future realm of civic activity. Of course the hobby is still just a 
hobby. When the weekend is over the reenactor returns to fragmented world of 
the twentieth century.
But the dichotomy between the hobby and the modem world is not that 
clear: reenactors must immerse themselves in the workings of the twentieth 
century in order to have the opportunity to participate in the eighteenth. 
Membership mailings and newsletters are printed by computer. Interstate 
highways facilitate travel. State and local governments control and regulate 
available land. The creation of intense, meaningful, public, historical experiences 
requires all the resources of a modem bureaucratic society. It also requires that 
reenactors "work" all of this machinery to serve their own ends. In and of itself, 
such political participation has its own experiential rewards.45 Like the 
antimodemists of old, their resistance leads to the reinforcement of the modem 
world.46
What is it, then, about genteel muslin sacks, plastic bags, and scotch tape 
that provoked Mat ‘the sergeant from hell’ Amt’s jeremiad? One could have 
intense experiences and create a civic culture and still allow scotch tape; but one 
could not, in late twentieth century America, create an historically and socially
45 see chapter three.
46 Lears, pp. 72-73.
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authoritative culture with scotch tape. Authenticity the crisis has deep roots. 
"Authenticity" the obsession is distinctly contemporary.47 Richard Handler 
argues that reenacting is a peculiarly modem phenomenon which, for all its 
emphasis on the past, illustrates/enacts the modem condition—particularly in its 
quest for authenticity. Reenactors, according to Handler, have conflated 
accurate and authentic. To say that a tent is "authentic" not only describes the 
tent’s material correspondence to another tent made a long time ago, but also the 
quality of experience it is possible to have with that tent. Today, "authentic" 
experiences are only possible with accurate equipment. Historical verisimilitude 
lends authority to things and events. Handler notes that American culture is both 
"factitious" and competitive. Thus, its not surprising that units compete with one 
another to see who can present the most accurate impression. Accuracy 
translates to social power within the community of reenactors.48
But for Handler and philosopher William Saxton history is more than just 
a medium for competition. Authenticity is phenomenologically connected to 
historical narrative. They believe narrative vests experiences with a "wholeness."
47 Miles Orvell, in The Real Thing, (Chapel Hill, NC:University of North 
Carolina Press, 1989) argues that there have been three major transformations in the 
age of mechanical reproduction. The late nineteenth century was a "culture of 
imitation" which celebrated/played with the ability to copy. This spawned the 
"culture of authenticity," in the early twentieth century as people struggled over the 
meaning of the real. "Our own time might be called a culture of the factitious. We 
have a hunger for something like authenticity, but we are easily satisfied by an ersatz 
facsimile." p. xxiii. Satisfied?
48 see chapter 3.
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"Living historians share with other modems the notion that an authentic life is a 
storied or emplotted life.1,49 Narratives, by rendering complex, disjointed 
phenomenon whole, create a coherence lacking in real life experience.
Reenactors achieve a feeling of authenticity by ‘emplotting’ themselves in a 
history of their own construction. But this emplotment is doomed to failure 
because reenactors can never lose "reflexive" consciousness (and thus never feel 
whole). Dean MacCannell made a similar argument about tourists: because they 
are just tourists, they could never really feel like natives. As a result, both 
tourists and reenactors grow ever more frustrated; to fill the void they seek ever 
more intense, authentic experiences.
At reenactments, however, the plots fly fast and furious. A kid who 
played the surgeon’s assistant in the morning could be playing the wounded 
drummer boy in the afternoon. A woman could present herself as wife around 
the cooking fire, then as prostitute near the battlefield. The next day she could 
be the bereaved mother. Its difficult to see how these "plotlets" could lend 
enough coherency to a life to render it authentic for more than a few minutes.
Yet for Handler and Saxton, the chief benefit of these plotlets lies less in 
their specific narratives than the type of experiences they provide. Reenactors, 
like most modems, believe in an essential self that exists outside of social forces. 
This fictitious self feels inauthentic whenever it is subsumed by society. The 
plotlets at reenactments, they argue, substantiate this self through "individual"
49 Handler and Saxton, 250, emphasis their’s.
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experiences. Of course no experience, no matter what the plot, could erase the 
fundamentally social nature of the self. Handler and Saxton are certain that the 
self is only a product of the collective. In spite of the best efforts of reenactors, 
they can never escape the fragmented, social world. The episodic near- 
authenticity created by reenactments provides, at best, a false fix. Plotlets are the 
opiate of the people.
But the stories enacted at reenactments are performances intended for 
group consumption. By focusing so sharply on the dilemma of the individual, 
Handler and Saxton miss the profoundly social nature of the event~the self­
consciously (hence reflexive) social nature of the event. Plotlets are performed 
by and for the community of reenactors. Often, they dramatize individuals 
roughed-up by social forces. For better or worse, reenactors do achieve an 
integration between the individual and the collective. This integration extends 
well beyond the "artificial" space of the recreated battle or camp, for 
reenactments have become a component of a national public history. In other 
words, the hobby, for its practitioners, is the collective social world.
A close reading of R .A .’s description of a battle demonstrates the complex 
process at work.
We were up at Monmouth courthouse....we went out and we did the 
battle. Well the battle started out with the Americans arriving on the 
battlesite first The British were to come at us....part of the game of the 
day was that they could come at us in one of several ways. This is the
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first time they had been back since the Bicentennial so everyone showed 
up and they said heeey, we’re gona relive the old days and as it turned 
out, they had as many as they did at the Bicentennial, which blew 
everyone’s mind... They had a substantial amount of cavalry, a lot of line, 
and a lot of different units. Well, I was at a listening post down this road 
and I extended myself probably further than what I should have, definitely 
further than what I should have. And I realized, suddenly, and again this 
is the type of realization you get only when you actually get in the ground 
and do it, that the British could send cavalry down this road like that and I 
would be caught, no question I would be caught or killed. And I suddenly 
had a tremendous sense of my own vulnerability that I had never 
experienced before, and I have been in tough situations before. But you 
suddenly become aware of the capabilities of horse vs a man on foot. Of 
one shot vs an automatic weapon. These things start to become very 
palpable, its no longer, really in your consciousness, you start to have and 
worry, as opposed to actually worrying about actually dying. This was 
my first battle, and if I got caught I wouldn’t be able to participate 
anymore. I would be back as a prisoner.. .1 wanted to see this battle. So I 
had a real interest, an intense interest to stay in this thing. 50 
R.A. certainly privileges his individual experience, but rather reflexively. The 
reenactors at Monmouth came to "relive the old days" of the Bicentennial, not
50 R.A., Interview with author, June 29, 1991, Fort Frederick, Maryland.
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the 1776 Revolution. R.A. wanted to "live" so he could see the battle. Though 
he had "been in some tough situations before," his time at the listening post 
allowed him to experience his own vulnerability in a new way. R.A. was a 
police officer in the late sixties. Earlier in this interview he described being 
attacked by a mob during a street demonstration. Emplotment allowed him to 
experience reflexively during play a vulnerability he did not experience in "real 
life." Ultimately, however, this intense individual experience ends in empathy.
So I started getting a little nervous... I started backing myself up, and 
backing myself up and I found out--well why don’t I try it from this 
point; and as this was going on I started to pick up some sounds and see 
shining metal, gold and silver, little flecks of it through the trees, and then 
I started picking up snatches of sound. And I realized I had at least a 
band coming at me, in front of me, And as I watched, these little flecks 
started getting larger and larger then I realized the whole British column 
was coming right at me. I had enough to make my report, and so I 
jumped up and ran down the trail, ran up this hill—almost killed myself 
running up this hill, I was running so fast. [I] made my report, then I 
went out on the nose of the hill with the guy who was portraying 
Washington, and it was like blood poring out of a vein, cause it was all 
the Redcoats, and they were just flooding the bottom of this field.... The 
cavalry came up along our flank, and you can see them plodding kind of., 
an inexorable kind of just constantly coming at you. Its a feeling, again,
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you just won’t get anywhere else cause this thing is just constantly coming 
at you, it doesn’t stop it doesn’t malinger... and you know you’re it, that’s 
what they’re coming for so you go through that part; and then they form 
up and they were on the left flank.... so as you watch then form, 
suddenly, you see this kind of amorphous mass take on a personality, kind 
of a life of its own. It’s not really a line, yet it’s starting to form, it’s 
becoming a cohesive whole that can actually move in unison. Then you 
become more aware of the communications going on, the horses that are 
going back and forth you have the bugles you have the drums. The horses 
are starting to scream because they’re really being spurred on... I was on 
the left flank, and as the battle started...you see them coming at you in a 
way its difficult to describe, to put it into words, cause when they start to 
come at you you say: Holyshit, here they come, and, for an instant there, 
ok, all the books, and everything I ’ve read about Bunker hill I suddenly 
understood something I never understood before. I really have a sense of 
what it felt like being on that hill. They had it more so because it was for 
real but I had a sense—I say this is what it looked like when they came at 
you. When you see their Bayonets, and you see their red faces because 
they have been in the sun and the sweat, and you see the stains on the 
uniform and you see them coming at you and their sergeants are yelling at 
them to close up the line and there is this determination coming at you up 
that hill its just—its just something you have a better feel for. Ok. Bunker
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hill is better understood after you do something like that.
He went out to the nose of the Hill "with the guy who was portraying 
Washington" not old George himself. It was the uniqueness of the experience of 
threat that stands out in this story. But his whole narrative climaxes with a 
realization that anyone in that situation would have felt the same way. The battle 
dramatized literally the dilemma of the individual—the cause of the feeling of 
inauthenticity, according to Handler and Saxton. Society, faceless, is about to 
march up the hill and get poor R.A. He can’t run, he can’t hide. By the time 
the anonymous aggressor has a face, it’s too late. He is about to be engulfed by 
social forces. But at the last moment, a kind of trans-historical transcendental 
empathy—the soldier oversoul—rescues all actors from historical oblivion. 
Moreover, R.A. is conscious of participating in an important contemporary ritual 
where the artificiality is obvious. In other words, R.A. is emplotted in the 
narrative of the reenactment. It would be easy to dismiss Monmouth as a case of 
"pseudo-events spawning pseudo-events," especially since reenactors came to 
"relive the old days" of the Bicentennial. But such criticism implies the 
possibility of a "real event." For better or worse, reenactments are real, intense 
experiences. Like all experiences they are always already emplotted, no matter 
what the narrative’s position on bourgeois individualism.51
51 Needless to say, reenactors are not socialists. Its difficult to characterize the 
net political effect of reenactments. On the one hand, reenactments do perpetuate 
many myths about America. On the other hand, reenactors demystify the American 
Revolution very effectively. They do incorporate gender and class as variables in 
their historical story. Race is absent. One must, however, distinguish between the
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In recognizing the antimodemism or postmodernism of reenactors, it’s 
important not to loose sight of the extent to which micro and macro political 
considerations have shaped the hobby. Bom out of the Civil War Centennial, 
Revolutionary War reenacting did not reach its present configuration (see chapter 
1) until after 1975. The external politics of authenticity were as important as the 
internal dialectics of authenticity during the "Bicentennial E ra." Handler and 
Saxton predict that reenactors will not succeed in their attempt to create 
"authenticity" on philosophical grounds. My investigations suggest that they have 
underestimated the sophistication of the "hobby’s" strategy. Nevertheless, 
reenactors faced significant material and social barriers as well. Ultimately, one 
must look to these political considerations to understand the present shape of the 
hobby.
narrative told by the group and the modem day activity of the group. Their story 
and their group are both inclusive in terms of class and gender, exclusive in terms 
of race. In the 1980s, as the position of the non-white underclass declined, 
race/ethnicity became an ever more important issue to the historical institutions 
frequented by reenactors (or at least rhetorically so). In many ways, reenactment 
groups turn generic white into an important ingredient in the salad bowl of 
multiculturalism. Reenactments might create something similar to an ethnic 
heritage.
CHAPTER III
STIRRING UP THE PLOT:
THE FIRST VIRGINIA AND THE MICRO-POLITICS OF AUTHENTICITY
Your correspondent of this past year has not the eloquence to express his 
thoughts on our Nation’s 200th year, but I would imagine yours are the 
same: thankful for Divine Providence’s blessings on our land and 
determined to preserve our heritage of freedom by reaffirming our 
forefather’s pledge of our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor.
-Tom Deakin 
July 1, 1976 Newsletter52 
When Tom Deakin wrote those words, the First Virginia was less than 
two years old. Members of the regiment were indeed being called upon to pledge 
their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor. Regimental events occupied 
almost every weekend; between January and the end of July, 1976, First
52 A full run of the First Virginia Newsletter, as well as the rest of the 
manuscript sources for this chapter, are in two file cabinets in Jeff Lambert’s 
basement in Maryland. Correspondence is filed by year. Unless otherwise indicated, 
the date cited will indicate folder location. The Newsletters appear in the Newsletter 
file. The First Virginia has tentative plans to reorganize their papers, so these 
references could become obsolete.
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Virginia members were expected to attend at least 21 events. Not all were 
weekend battles. On a Friday night in June, the regiment held its annual 
meeting. Winners of the National Spelling Bee were saluted by several members 
of the First on a Thursday in Alexandria. On a Wednesday afternoon in April, 
the Carlyle House staged a reenactment of a 1755 meeting of General Braddock 
and the "royal governors." A few first Virginians were on hand to fire the 
appropriate salute. When Gadsby’s Tavern held their annual Washington’s 
Birthday ball, the First Virginia were on hand to watch the door. By July of 
1976, John Nolin and Chuck Young "had appeared before over 5000 area 
children.1,53
The regiment also demanded fortunes as well as time. Outfitting a soldier 
took several hundred dollars. But costs did not stop there. In addition to other 
incidentals, powder and transportation constantly drained the treasury. Operating 
expenses for the first six months of 1976 were estimated at $10,000. The fifty or 
so acting members of the First estimated that it took $24,900 in "capital 
investment" to "establish and equip" the regiment. In the first six months of 
1976, the First earned $1,381 in appearance fees and honoraria. Before the end 
of July, they decided to purchase a cannon. Like latter day Chayim Solomons, 
members lent money to the regiment out of their own pockets in order to finance 
the artillery purchase. Their loans were likewise turned into donations as
53 from a document called "1976, The First Six Months," in Newsletter file, 
after July 22, 1976 Newsletter; Newsletters, 6/26/76,7/1/76,7/9/76.
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circumstances dictated.54
Even 212 years ago, "sacred honor” was best had in writing. Abstract in 
rhetoric, it is much more concrete in the form of a contract. Very quickly, the 
men and women of the First Virginia realized that their hobby required written 
event commitments. 55 Though members were required to attend a minimum 
number of events, the First was still primarily a volunteer organization. The 
success of the group was contingent upon its reliability. The leadership had to 
put its credibility on the line every time it committed to an event. Often 
appearance commitments were with friends and acquaintances who had "helped" 
the regiment. Good attendance was especially important at "shows" given for 
"honoraria." For weekend events, reservations were necessary to ensure enough 
food and gunpowder for all participants. Moreover, hosting an event involved a 
tremendous amount of work. The entire regiment would have duties to perform, 
to say nothing of the need to look "sharp" before other units. Before the 
September 17, 1977 Sully encampment, Tom Deakin warned his troops: "The 
only real excuse for not turning out is a valid death certificate (yours)."56
Organizing a group of volunteers into a functioning military unit has never 
been an easy task. Though real war is no longer a deterrent to regimental
54 From "A Report on the Gun," Tom Deakin, n.d., two page excerpt from 
proposal to Alexandria Bicentennial Commission, circa July 28, 1976. Report was 
enclosed with July 28 1976 Newsletter. Newsletter, 12/22/76.
55 Newsletter, 6/8/75.
56 Newsletter, 9/1/77.
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conscription, members of the reactivated First Virginia still had other obligations 
and responsibilities. The level of democracy that people now expect can disrupt 
military discipline. Moreover, the traditional sources of funding for the 
Revolutionary War have dried up since the Treaty of Paris. It was no mean 
accomplishment to create a group like the First Virginia and have it continue for 
fifteen years. Between 1975 and 1981, the structures and conventions that shape 
"Rev War" reenacting today were created by regiments like the First Virginia. 
Standards for authenticity, safety, gender relations, and participation were 
hammered out of the complex, often conflicting, aspirations of participants in 
tension with social forces well beyond their control. The "hobby" was not 
created in a vacuum. The space for public history is neither empty nor infinite; 
one does not simply enter, one invades and colonizes. Sometimes such 
enterprises take on a momentum of their own, becoming something entirely 
different from what the initial instigators expected. While not all members were 
equally concerned with the process of settler colonialism, participants’ desires for 
a meaningful part in the Bicentennial strongly influenced the shape of the unit. In 
order to secure this participation and experience the eighteenth century, members 
of the First Virginia had to learn, employ, and experience the technology and 
political organization of the twentieth century in new and different ways. By the 
conclusion of the Bicentennial at Yorktown in 1981, the structures of historical
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reenacting were firmly emplotted in the larger public historical world.57
The First Virginia was a result of Kim Holien’s miscalculations. Holien, 
a teacher at a private school in Maryland, wanted to join the First Maryland 
regiment. The First Maryland was created in the aftermath of the Civil War 
Centennial. By 1975, it was one of the largest, best trained recreated regiments 
in the Mid-Atlantic region. Dominated by serious military history buffs, the unit 
had strict standards for accuracy and membership. Holien tried to join in 1974 
but found the group too "exclusive." Recruits had to spend a year with the unit 
before they were promoted to private. Put off by the strict regulations, Holien 
decided to form his own unit, the Third Virginia. He recruited mostly from the 
ranks of his students, though several fellow teachers did "join" the regiment. 
Holien, however, "couldn’t organize his way out of a paper bag." Though 
people met at many meetings and discussed at many discussions, the Third 
Virginia never really got off the ground.58
57 According to Carl Gnam, a founder of the regiment, there have been few 
major innovations in the hobby since Yorktown, 1981. Interview of Carl Gnam by 
the author, 5/5/91, Leesburg, VA.
58 Gnam, interview. Carl Gnam believes that the Third Virginia "never really 
went out and got uniforms," certainly the sine qua none of reenacting. This note 
appeared in the July 22, 1976 Newsletter: "Intelligence: The 3rd Virginia (Kim 
Holien) told its members that due to the group’s inability to meet July 4 
commitments, a reorganization has taken place. The 3rd is to concentrate on battle 
reenactment and "jollification" with other regiments and Holien is returning to the 
ranks. A new commander is to be selected."
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Gnam was recruited by a colleague from the print shop where he worked. 
Twenty-two years old at the time, Gnam was one of the senior members of the 
Third Virginia. "Between colleges," Gnam had the time to match his intense 
interest in recreating the regiment. The Civil War centennial had left a strong 
impression on him, and he was anxious to prepare for the Bicentennial. A 
mountain of historical research stood between the Third Virginia and its first 
public performance. No one had investigated the uniform or the drill.
Meanwhile, Carl and about three or four others were anxious to get going. "We 
had joined this reenactment group and we wanted to reenact." The troops 
began to seize the initiative, which apparently was threatening to the officers. 
Gnam went out and bought some material and sewed himself a uniform. "It 
wasn’t the right uniform, but it got me in some colonial cloths." Meanwhile, 
Holien, still stuck in his "paper bag," was beginning to feel more and more 
uncomfortable at the dissension in the ranks. Finding internal reform impossible, 
Gnam and several others left the Third Virginia in order to form the First 
Virginia.
Tom Deakin observed the machinations of the Third Virginia from some 
distance. His 11 year old son Danford needed transportation to and from the 
many, apparently unnecessary, meetings. Like several of the fathers involved 
with the failed Third Virginia, he wanted to help out. At first, a number of 
parents participated in the form of "scout" leaders. War is a young man’s game. 
The first batch of membership applications extant for the First Virginia were
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filled out on February 27, 1975. Of the 22 applicants 11 were between sixteen 
and seventeen. Three were younger, while five were in their twenties, four 
younger than twenty-three. Of the three oldest applicants, one was either as old 
as the original First Virginia, or did not take the application seriously. These 
senior applicants listed their ages as forty-two, fifty-four, and two hundred. As 
Carl Gnam put it, the older members got involved to "help out us kids." Most 
of the early documents corroborate the dichotomy between young an old.59
Unlike the Third Virginia, the parents of the First Virginia were excellent 
organizers. Several were career bureaucrats with federal agencies. John Nolin, 
who worked at the Department of Transportation, became a vice president of the 
Board of Governors, while his son Dan, age seventeen, was on the Committee on 
Public Safeguards.60 Tom Deakin, who would eventually become the 
commanding officer of the regiment through the early 1980s, worked for the FBI. 
His filing techniques were impeccable. As "Adjutant," he was responsible for all 
the written correspondence for the regiment. It appears as if he saved almost 
all of the documents pertaining to the regiment. He kept carbons of all his letters 
and either stapled them or filed them next to all incoming materials. These files 
form the basis for this "history" of the regiment.
59 Gnam, interview, Membership folder, 1st VA Archives.
60 Newsletter, 7/8/75. The Committee on Public Safeguards was the group 
"grievance committee." Like the spelling of First Virginia, it too changes all the 
time. Sometimes it appears as the Committee for Public Safeguards, and the 
Committee of Public Safeguards. I use "on," except in direct quotations, where I 
follow the source’s usage.
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The organizational structure created in 1975 reflects the dichotomy in ages 
in the regiment. The ultimate decision-making power was vested in a "Board of 
Governors," elected by the rank and file of the regiment. Military commanders 
served at the pleasure of the board. There was also a "Committee of Public 
Safeguards" which served as the grievance committee. The earliest constitution I 
found was dated February 12, 1975. At first glance, this set up appears like The 
Constitution of the United States, complete with a system of checks and balances 
(it was, after all, created by Federal employees). The military command acts as 
the executive, the board is the legislative body, and the Committee on Public 
Safeguards is the supreme court. Notice too that the military is subject to civilian 
control. If the longevity of the unit is any indication, that structure proved quite 
durable. In practice, today, the unit operates more like a parliamentary 
democracy. When necessary, however, the tripartite structure still seems to 
function effectively.61
While on the surface this organization seems rather democratic, in 
practice, the Board of Governors initially served as a place for the parents, while 
the Committee on Public Safeguards reflected a greater diversity of ages. The 
first Board consisted of John Victor as president, John Nolin as Vice-President, 
and Mrs. Frances Shively as Secretary. While it is not clear from early 
documents who the other two board members were, Bob Sweeny, "age 200," was
61 Over the past few years, several incidents have gone to the Committee on 
Public Safeguards. I was discouraged from using this material in my study, see 
unlabeled folder in 1st VA Archives.
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on the Board by the end of November 1975; D.W. Rogers, 42, is listed as a 
board member on a pre-May 1976 copy of the constitution. John Nolin’s son 
Dan along with Dick Nicklin, age 23, apparently were on the Committee on 
Public Safeguards. Overall military command was given to older members; the 
middle ranks were filled with men in their twenties. Carl Gnam was a sergeant 
by October of 1976.62 As the unit aged, these differences became less 
pronounced.
The constitution does not read like it was drafted by sixteen year old boys, 
unless they were parliamentarily precocious. Meetings were to be run according 
to Robert’s Rules and a 60% attendance record was required of all members in 
order to vote at annual meetings. According to the constitution, the unit was 
established to:
rekindle the flames of patriotism and otherwise seek to inspire 
involvement and appreciation of the membership and the public in better 
understanding the conditions, attitudes and experiences of those soldiers 
of The First Virginia Regiment of the Continental Line and of civilians 
who dedicated themselves so wholly to the cause of freedom in the 
American Revolution by way of following as closely as possible the 
actual conditions prevailing at the time of the American Revolution.63
62 see November 1975 Newsletters esp. 11/04/75, and 05/17/76, letter to 
Thomas More, Esq. from Jane C. Sweeney, 1975 folder; attendance folder.
63 Tom Deakin to Thomas More, 5/17/76.
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Apparently, this rhetoric was too intense for the internal revenue service. Early 
in 1976, when the First Virginia incorporated as a non-profit 501(c)3, they were 
required to change this paragraph to read:
to promote an active interest in American history and, in particular, a 
better understanding of the conditions, attitudes and experiences of those 
soldiers of the First VA Regt. of the Continental Line and of civilians 
who dedicated themselves so wholly to the cause of freedom in the 
American Revolution; the corporation is organized exclusively for 
charitable and educational purposes within the meaning of section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Rekindling flames can have devastating tax consequences.64
While on the surface it might appear that the IRS dampened the spirits of 
the regiment, the results of incorporation were quite the opposite. Official non­
profit status granted a new level of legitimacy to the First Virginia’s activities.
The files from 1975-1977 reveal a concerted effort on the part of the leadership 
of the First Virginia to make the regiment ‘important’ and ‘significant;’ in the 
language of the newsletters, this amounted to making the First Virginia "the 
best." Though the leadership would engage in increasingly sophisticated acts of 
self-promotion, there was still a home grown feel to all the public gestures. 
Moreover, one can sense the excitement that comes from making an impact in the 
public sphere. Even 15 years later, the pride in having created something
64 see 1975-1976 folder for Constitutions and related correspondence.
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significant out of nothing was evident in Carl Gnam’s description of the early 
years. Founding a recreated regiment was an intense experience.65
It is difficult to determine, based upon documentary evidence, the 
historical sensibilities of the average member. Tom Deakin’s presence in the 
documents is simply overpowering. Deakin, apparently, was not a man to 
repress his convictions. He used his control of regimental communications in 
order to mold the unit to fit his particular vision. Between July of 1975 and 
December 1979, Deakin wrote just over 90 Newsletters to the troops. At the 
FBI, Deakin likewise edited the institutional magazine. The Newsletters for the 
First Virginia are masterpieces in institutional Newsletter writing. Individual 
names appear as often as possible, complete with pats on the back for previously 
unrewarded labor.66 With the newsletter, Deakin tried to form a collective
65 Gnam, interview, Newsletters, 1975-1977, passim.
66 For example, when Richard Chirizia joined the regiment, he drove from his 
home in Arlington all the way up to Ft. Frederick in Maryland. Considering that 
he was simply signing up, the drive was probably unnecessary, as there was little 
he could do for or with the regiment till outfitted. This logistical faux pas appeared 
in the newsletter the following way: ’’New Recruits: .. .Dick Chirizia, a commercial 
artist & retired MSgt. (USA & USAF) who saw us at Sully and came all the way 
to Fort Frederick to join;" Newsletter, 10/5/77. With roughly 10 to 20 issues a 
year, virtually no deed went unrecognized or unrecorded. His description of 
Virginia Day is a classic of the artform: "We were reviewed by Virginia Governor 
Miles Godwin and District Mayor Walter Washington, and a photo of the review 
was the only picture of the day to make the Washington Post! Jim Gannon & 
Leonard Bimey showed up best in the picture—David Hall would have if Gannon’s 
musket hadn’t of blocked his face. Hon. Col. Wilfred Smith, Captain Sweeney, and 
Michael Malone joined the dignitaries for the ceremonies~I forgot to ask Butch 
Fogle if he noticed how the Governor and other dignitaries stood when Ens. Nolin 
carried the colors Butch made by in review." Newsletter, 11/04/75.
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"common sense,"--He wrote in an unspoken "we"—as well as an atmosphere of 
familiarity and connectedness. The Newsletter also served as Deakin’s way of 
coordinating logistics and making sure that everyone was informed of their 
"proper" role. In the first year or two of Newsletters one can sense a gradual 
coup by the fourth estate. In February of 1977, the board confirmed de jure 
Deakin’s de facto leadership of the regiment, appointing him Major. It is 
Deakin’s seriousness of purpose that dominates the early written record. He was 
certainly successful in shaping the future view of what his organization was 
about; it is not quite as clear how successful he was with all the rank and file the 
first time around.
From its inception, people were drawn to the First Virginia for a variety 
of different reasons. Through a gradual process of attrition or eviction, those 
whose goals were incompatible with the more serious "educational" mission of 
the unit left, or were asked to leave. "If you didn’t have a pretty intense interest 
in this, if your interest was just in playing army, you would get bored after a 
couple of years and go away."67 Newsletters, and other documents suggest that 
there were factions within the organization. Butch Fogle had a personality 
conflict with Tom Deakin. Carl Gnam: "There were a handful of guys who were 
Butch Fogle’s buddies in the group. So we all tried to get along. In the 
beginning, I had hung around with those guys, but they were all sort of 
motorcycle type guys...." According to Gnam, most people "realized that Tom
67 Gnam, interview.
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knew what he was doing and Butch was this guy who wanted to play army and 
was just looking for an organization." Fogle eventually came before the Board of 
Governors on February 12, 1978 to present formal grievances: ”(1) he and others 
wanted free time at events to ‘play in the woods’ at times of their choice and (2) 
he objected to the manner in which T. Deakin spoke to him, particularly in 
asking about his duty status." Apparently, Fogle’s "duty status" was in question 
because he had recently been arrested on Federal firearms charges. His 
conviction ended his tenure with the First Virginia.68
An open letter from Bill Tolbut, published four months later in the 
newsletter indicates that internal disagreements ran deeper than just personal 
friction between two members. Tolbut, at the time working in computer 
electronics at the census bureau, joined the regiment in January of 1976. Several 
months later, his wife Karen and their two young children joined the regiment in 
order to "have family participation. "69 Tolbut was appointed Quartermaster of 
the regiment in June of 1976. A year later, Tolbut was elected to the Board of 
Governors.70 Though not a founding member of the regiment, he quickly 
achieved several positions of responsibility. His wife began "handling" public 
relations for the regiment. In his May 31st open letter, Tolbut decries two 
distressing trends. "First, I am now devoting more time to Regimentally oriented
68 Newsletter, 2/17/78, informal interview, Ernie and Marilyn Dean, Yorktown, 
July 12, 1991.
69 Membership Application, Applications folder.
70 Newsletter, 6/26/76, 6/24/77.
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affairs than to my family... .The second thing is a recent trend toward internal 
discord.” The problem, as Tolbut saw it, was quiet grumbling. "Anyone with 
suggestions for improvement has to be willing to discuss them openly. Anyone 
with a problem has to be able to discuss it frankly." On several occasions,
Tolbut tried to air some of the grievances that came to his attention but 
"UNSUCCESSFULLY. ” He was "tired of boxing at shadows." He announced 
that at the June 15th meeting he would have a list of "grievances" and "infinitely 
more important" suggestions for improvement. He urged others to do the same.
In light of elusive complaints about too much organization, too little 
freedom and too little fun to be had by an as yet to be determined number 
of members, as well as accusations of persecution by the "elders", I say 
the following: BULL!! Anyone who won’t bring their grievance into the 
open and submit it to reasonable discussion doesn’t have the right to tear 
down something that others have worked so tirelessly to build. Make a 
suggestion.! Work on a problem.... Many of us have lately found too 
little freedom and too little fun. I ’d like a free ride, too!71 
Tolbut must have said something right, because at the next meeting he was 
reelected to the Board of Governors. In 1978, some of the younger members of 
the regiment still felt that power was concentrated in the hands of the "elders. "72 
Conflict, however, apparently was not simply cross-generational, nor was
71 Newsletter, 6/14/78.
72 Butch Fogle, for example, was 25 years old in 1978.
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it confined to any particular time period. The "policies and purposes" of the 
regiment were constantly evolving to meet the conflicting needs of the 
membership. Calls for greater constructive "involvement" in running the 
regiment occurred throughout the First Virginia’s existence. The by-laws already 
amended several times, were revised in the late eighties, due largely to the fact 
that regimental practices no longer reflected the old laws. Almost a year before 
Tolbut vented his frustration in his open letter, John Nolin had called for "an 
effort to achieve a consensus on purposes and policies of the regiment." 
Complaints he cited involved the distribution of the work load, fee policy, "use of 
regimental powder for ‘fun’ informal activity," and the attendance policy. The 
60% attendance requirement was a constant barrier to those who could not devote 
their "lives" to the unit.73 The "rededication" that Nolin hoped to achieve by 
clarifying policies, like the murmurs Tolbut hoped to silence with his "open 
letter" were not achieved without cost. John Victor, who was not elected at the 
1978 annual meeting to continue as a member of the Board of Governors, 
resigned shortly afterward, as did Chuck Young. His note was as terse as the 
meeting minutes were vague: "I am taking the recommendation made to me by 
Danford Deakin [Tom’s son] on April 29, 1978 at the Yorktown encampment and 
resigning from the Regiment. Request that my name be removed from the
73 See especially a recent attempt to change constitution in 1987. Unlabeled 
folder, First Virginia archives. Over time, rather than decreasing the percentage, 
the number of required events was tailored to fit the needs of the group.
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roster. "74 Gradually, those who were less interested in the "educational" 
mission of the First Virginia were being pushed out or leaving of their own 
accord. Battles over authenticity (or the authenticity of battles) made it 
uncomfortable for those merely interested in intense experience or "playing in the 
woods."
The purpose for citing these conflicts goes far beyond the simple pleasure 
that comes from exposing "scandal." Beneath or often at the surface of these 
conflicts, the ideology of the organization was being formed. Authenticity was 
taking on the character of a religious credo. The fervor of the believer depended 
greatly upon where they were in the church hierarchy. Congregants don’t always 
pay attention to sermons. The language of the First Virginia debate borrows 
from a religious vocabulary. The "elders" had control. Their strict devotion to 
the "rules" made it impossible for anyone to have any "fun." Participants outside 
of the hierarchy, while sympathetic with the aims of the "elders," didn’t 
necessarily have the same devotion to, or, for that matter, fully understand the 
creed. When members strayed from the path, the "elders" had the option of 
banning them. Sobriety (within reason,) upright conduct, and attendance are 
required of the membership. As in the church, however, membership is 
"optional." The "elders," in reality, have little coercive power. They must rely 
upon the membership to "rededicate" themselves. They have no way of insuring 
that the entire congregation will show up when and where they are expected. As
74 Newsletter, 6/30/78.
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happens in many churches, the "elders" put in time and effort, only to be 
chastised by the congregation--or worse still, ignored completely.
Authenticity is the much disputed dogma of this congregation. As such, it 
is subject to the same indignities and inconveniences of any religious ideology: 
interpretation. The act of interpreting, or course, is never done in a vacuum. 
Other material and ideological interests are bound up with--expressed and 
enacted—through the shaping of a given discourse. Foucault’s picture of the 
relationship between the discourse of sexuality and power resonates well with the 
situation of the First Virginia.75 Foucault’s questions about the discourse of 
sexuality seem appropriate to ask about the discourse of "authenticity."
In a specific type of discourse on sex, in a specific form of extortion of 
truth, appearing historically and in specific places...what were the most 
immediate, the most local power relations at work? How did they make 
possible these kinds of discourses, and conversely, how were these 
discourses used to support power relations? How were these power 
relations modified by their very exercise, entailing a strengthening of some 
terms and a weakening of others, with effects of resistance and
75 "Power must be understood in the first instance as the multiplicity of force 
relations immanent in the sphere in which they operate and which constitute their 
own organization... as the support which these force relations find in one another, 
thus forming a chain or a system, or on the contrary, the disjunctions and 
contradictions which isolate them from one another...." History o f Sexuality, p. 92 
"These attractions, these evasions, these circular incitements have traced around 
bodies and sexes, not boundaries not to be crossed, but perpetual spirals o f  power 
and pleasure, (emphasis his) The History o f  Sexuality, Volume I, (New 
York:Vintage, 1990), p.45.
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counterinvestments, so that there never existed one type of stable 
subjugation, given once and for all? 1,76 
This dynamic notion of power recognizes that every invocation of authenticity 
will not yield the same effect. Within the "local" sphere of the group, the leaders 
used the standards of authenticity to exert control over the regiment. At the same 
time, group members invoked authenticity when they resisted this assertion of 
power. Regiments used authenticity standards to compete with one another.
Critics of reenactments, such as Handler and Saxton, invoked the "authenticity 
crisis" in order to further their own agenda.77 All of this discussion of 
authenticity had, and has, concrete historical consequences.
The term "authenticity" does not appear in the Constitution and Bylaws. 
The earliest constitution uses the somewhat tortured phrase: "following as closely 
as possible the actual conditions prevailing at the time of the American 
Revolution."78 "Following conditions" implies a very different sensibility than 
evoking a feeling of authenticity. This construction champions process rather 
than a state of being. When this paragraph was revised for the IRS, all 
references to "following as closely as possible," were eliminated. For some 
reason, the "following" phrase, (as well as the "rekindle the fires of patriotism" 
phrase) found its way back into the 1987 revision. It seems the committee
76 Foucault, p. 97.
77 see chapter two.
78 to Thomas More, 05/17/76.
revising the constitution used the first instead of the second version as the basis 
for revision; still, the persistence of such idiosyncratic language suggests that 
later revisors could not or did not want to redefine what they were doing— 
especially in terms of "authenticity.”
As Handler and Saxton noted, authenticity is used to talk about both a 
quality of an object, as well as an ontological state of being. A new recruit 
encounters this dichotomy immediately when he/she reads the recruit manual.
The section on the history and purpose of the regiment speaks of "accurately" 
portraying the life of the continental soldier. The last six pages are names and 
addresses of sutlers. Members are cautioned that "many of the sutlers have very 
high quality eighteenth-century merchandise, but, they may have items of 
questionable quality and authenticity." Recruits were encouraged to check with 
the Quartermaster or other ranked personnel before buying. Purchasing the wrong 
item could lead to the embarrassing situation of showing up at an event only to 
learn that your new purchase did not meet the First Virginia’s "authenticity 
standards." The recruit encounters authenticity as a quality determined by 
connoisseurs who long ago systematized their evaluative criteria. Recruits do not 
need to engage actively in the creation of a standard by their own knowledge but 
rather simply to follow the appropriate set of guidelines--the same way children 
receive the faith of their parents. The manual states that at all First Virginia 
Regimental events, historical authenticity is second only to safety...." Here, 
authenticity refers to the entire feel of the camp, to an entire event.
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In fact, the distinction between the different types of authenticity begin to 
collapse in on one another. Battles or camps start to be judged like tents or 
cartridge boxes. In this collapse, the authority of those in power to determine 
what happens in camp increases significantly. Authenticity is no longer an 
historical opinion, but rather an objective fact. (Reenactors probably learned this 
trick from historians.) In internal debates, authenticity becomes a weapon to use 
against one’s enemies. Outside the regiment, authenticity becomes a marketing 
tool, like the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval.
Not surprisingly, Tom Deakin became an apostle of authenticity. One of 
the ways of making the First Virginia into the "best" reenactment regiment was to 
make it the most authentic.79 In the Newsletter, Deakin waged a quiet battle in 
the first year or two against beards. In a December 1975 Newsletter, he wrote 
"A word to recruits for the line with mustaches: the 1st Va. policy is to 
discourage mustaches, which were not worn by 18th Century military, but no one 
is compelled to be clean shaven (obviously, from looking at the line.) It just 
depends on how authentic you want to be. So far, only Capt. Sweeny has 
denuded his upper lip."80 Not only does this "word" illustrate Deakin’s quiet 
coerciveness, it also signals a change in group dynamics that would affect the
79 In pointing this out, I do not mean to impute bad motive. The Deakins (his 
wife Carol was responsible for much of the nuts and bolts (of cloth) historical 
research) quite sincerely wanted to find and present the truth to the public. The 
point is not to pronounce judgment on any of these matters, but rather to see how 
they functioned within the group.
80 Newsletter, 12/01/75.
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authenticity question. Between June and October of 1975, the same nine people 
met 16 times for drills and events. By December, 19 were attending regularly.
By April 1976, the number increased to 30. With the group of nine meeting 
virtually every weekend, ‘communications’ would have been handled by word of 
mouth. Because many of those nine were the founding ‘movers and shakers’ of 
the regiment, most would have been actively involved in the decision process. 
Thirty people require a newsletter to keep them informed of "policy." As the 
group got larger, standards had to be invented so they could be maintained. 
Authenticity could no longer be determined by informal group consensus.
The anti-facial hair campaign continued at least through June of 1976. 
"Congrats to Chuck Young, sacrificing a mustache he’s worn for more years than 
many members are old in the interests of authenticity. "81 Authenticity required 
personal sacrifices. The credibility of the entire group was at stake if some self- 
centered soldier stubbornly clung to his facial hair. By mid-June, the peer 
pressure was mounting. "Congratulations: To Cpl. Saguto, now a clean-shaven 
rifleman. Is total authenticity but three shaves away?" 82 Apparently, the 
facial hair campaign was successful, as no more mention was made of it in the 
newsletter. Though Tom Deakin obviously felt strongly about the "authenticity" 
of the group, he was not a lone voice in the wilderness. On July 3, 1976, the 
unit did a ‘show’ at Andrews Air Force Base that involved a skirmish with the
81 Newsletter, 06/02/76.
82 Newsletter, 06/15/76.
71st Foot and a camp set-up. Apparently, some other reenactors came into camp 
and "did not know the rules." Many members of the First Virginia were 
distressed by the effect these other reenactors had upon camp "authenticity."
Carol Deakin thanked them for complaining:
Thanks to all the members who complained about the lack of authenticity 
in camp. It’s good to know so many care that we keep the real feel of the 
18th Century that we’ve worked so hard to gain. It is often difficult to 
find just the right fabric, the right pattern, the right pot, the correct 
recipe, the authentic drill—but we have, and we have a Regiment to take 
pride in.83
It’s odd that Carol should "thank" the members who complained about 
authenticity. Apparently, she did not know previously that so many cared about 
keeping "the real feel of the 18th Century." Once confirmed in her belief that the 
unit collectively appreciated authenticity, she reiterated that authenticity is the 
source of "pride." This passage is an excellent illustration of the tensions within 
reenactor antimodemism. On the one hand, reenactors individually seek the "real 
feel of the 18th Century" to reinforce a modem, individualist notion of self. On 
the other hand, reenactors are completely dependent upon the group to provide 
for their particular needs. Thus, the stakes were high when not everyone in the 
organization agreed on just what authenticity meant.
Four months later, G. Nicklin wrote a long letter protesting the loss of his
83 Newsletter, 07/09/76.
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corporal’s rank. His family and job commitments made it difficult for him to 
attend several events. The board’s "blessing in disguise" was lost on Nicklin, 
one of the earliest members of the regiment. He resented the fact that his 
seniority counted for nothing, and that newcomers were telling him what to do. 
Then he lashed out at the thing the regiment’s leaders took "pride" in:
As far as the Regt. goes in being a truly 18th Cent. Regt. portraying life 
as it was then, this Regt. has a lot to learn. You’ve complained over and 
over how unauthentic this or that was, but did you ever consider how 
unauthentic it was for officers to stay in motels because it was too cold or 
rainy outside. You’ve pushed to get pvts. tents made but what about 
officers tents? An officer’s duty was to his men to see that they had the 
best they could, to lead them. You can make it easier for your men to 
like and respect you by showing them that you are not afraid to rough 
it....
My idea of roughing it 18th Century style is not to have tons of 
coolers stashed in every tent or to have 20th century items strewn all over 
camp. Sleeping bags were not invented yet nor air mattresses. The 18th 
Century soldiers’ life was one of suffering and hardships not leisure.
They gave their own lives so you and I could be free from tyranny and 
hardships. So if you want to portray life as it was in the 18th Century
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than DO IT RIGHT!84 
Ironically, Nicklin’s experiences might be a more "authentic” representation of a 
common soldier’s frustrations with the officer class of the eighteenth century. 
Nicklin has a very specific view of how officers should conduct themselves. He 
vests his view of officer behavior with something deeper than just historical 
accuracy. He wants to have the intense, authentic experience of being a soldier; 
he cannot so long as officers don’t play their proper roles. Nicldin’s concern 
with group cohesion through the intense experience of shared suffering contrasts 
with Carol Deakin’s view of cohesion through pride. Both he and Carol Deakin 
have particular visions of the past shaped by their own antimodem agendas.
Group politics affected these conflicting agendas. The strategy of his counter­
attack is revealing. By promoting his ecstatic sentimental (without its negative 
connotations) version of authenticity over the leadership’s pedantic educational 
version, Nicklin hoped to gain back some of the pride and power he lost when he 
was "dropped" from the rank of corporal. He was willing to go way beyond 
shaving in order to demonstrate his loyalty to the cause of authenticity. By this 
scheme, authentic suffering becomes the best way to honor those who "gave their 
own lives" not only to free us from "tyranny," but "hardship" as well. The 
inclusion of "hardship" in an otherwise standard patriotic platitude is reminiscent
84 Newsletter, 11/26/76. Nicklin’s insistence that the 18th century soldier’s life 
was "one of suffering and hardship not leisure" is quite ironic, considering 
reenacting is a "leisure" activity. His comments reflect a flight from leisure 
common to antimodemists.
of Lears’s antimodemists. A struggle was taking place within the discourse of 
authenticity. Both Carol Deakin and Nicklin tried to seize high ground by 
invoking the company creed.
In attacking the board’s and the officer’s authenticity, Nicklin was going 
for the jugular, not simply their sense of pride. Authenticity was the regiment’s 
main selling point. In the competitive world of public ceremonies and historic 
sites, one had to do better than just put on a good show. Authenticity became a 
way of marketing virtually anything the group did. When soliciting funds for a 
cannon or trying to arrange a weekend at a historic site, authenticity was the 
mark of quality and reliability. It was what separated the First Virginia from 
lesser organizations. The stakes were not abstract. Official sources of funding 
were limited. Opportunities to perform for honoraria were likewise in short 
supply. Not doing it "right" or being the "best" meant not doing or being at all. 
Participants relished their roles in public ceremonies; they wanted to be "in" the 
Bicentennial. Authenticity was the way to insure their importance and raise the 
necessary revenue to operate the regiment. The operators of historic sites, both 
public and private, were not all immediately accepting of the reenactors. The 
Park Service had several bad experiences with black powder weapons during the 
Civil War Bicentennial. Deakin and his band of amateur historians had to first 
prove their "professionalism" before they were rewarded with money and space 
for their activities. Authenticity was a key component of this large promotional 
project.
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Deakin’s files for the first two years contain dozens and dozens of letters 
pertaining to fund-raising and events. The regiment corresponded with numerous 
Bicentennial and historical commissions. They managed to get themselves named 
the official Bicentennial regiment of Virginia, Fairfax County and several other 
governmental bodies. In the first half of 1976, the regiment made Virginia 
Governor Godwin, as well as three former governors, honorary colonels. They 
marched in two parades in Alexandria as well as the Manassas Bicentennial 
parade. Salutes were fired on Memorial Day at the Alexandria National 
Cemetery and for the visit of the United States Coast Guard Bark Eagle. In 
April, the regiment was the honor guard for the opening of the Yorktown Victory 
Center. On July 10th, when the Commonwealth of Virginia opened the 
Charlottesville Victory Center, the regiment served as the honor guard for the 
Queen of England, who attended the ceremony. The regiment battled Fraser’s 
Highlanders at Andrews Air Force Base on July 3, and at the Fairfax City 
stadium on the "Glorious Fourth."85
It’s important to recognize the relative importance of these events in the 
scheme of Bicentennial celebration and the governmental process. Politicians and 
bureaucrats are continually faced with the problem of livening up otherwise dull 
civic ceremonies. Forging a common "heritage of freedom" out of the disparate 
parts of American historical memory is not an easy process. It’s even more 
difficult for a politician or government agency to manufacture an identification
85 Newsletters, July 1976, The First Six Months.
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with that common "heritage."86 Groups like the First Virginia provide official 
bodies with the wherewithal they need for effective public ceremonies— 
ceremonies that produce positive unifying images with politicians in positions of 
power and responsibility. Governor Godwin looked good when his photograph 
appeared in the Washington Post inspecting a company of Revolutionary War 
soldiers. When Fairfax County, Virginia, opened Nottoway Park, the regiment 
was on hand to educate and to lend the appropriate air of ceremony. Both the 
Alexandria Bicentennial Commission and the Virginia Independence Bicentennial 
Commission (VIBC) took full advantage of the capabilities of the First 
Virginia.87 This relationship, however, worked both ways. In January of 1976, 
Deakin wrote to the Commission requesting that the First Virginia be declared an 
"official Bicentennial regiment of this great state." While the word authenticity 
never appears, the letter is peppered with "hints" at how much research the 
regiment has done. It was probably unnecessary for Deakin to point out, 
parenthetically, that with 20 muskets and six rifles, the regiment has "the same 
ratio of muskets to rifles as in the original First Virginia." Legitimacy, however, 
was not simply a function of the length and meticulousness of one’s manual. The
86 Reading the final report of the American Revolution Bicentennial Commission 
(ARBA) really does contradict that statement. Hundreds of unrelated events were 
tied into the Bicentennial celebration. For example, the Sac and Fox Tribe of 
Shawnee, Oklahoma, received a grant for creating a brass bust of Jim Thorp. In 
Vermillion, South Dakota, the Adopt a Grandparent Project was also tied into the 
Bicentennial. See note 101 below.
87 see The First Six Months, with Newsletter 07/22/76.
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non-discriminatory policies, nonprofit status, recognition from several local 
governments, and the approbation of the Governor are all mentioned. A copy of 
the Washington Post photograph of Governor Godwin and the Regiment taken on 
"Virginia Day in our Nation’s Capital" was also enclosed. Deakin had a real 
talent for those types of letters. He anticipated the agenda of his correspondents 
and always pointed out how their needs could coincide with the needs and 
(higher) purposes of the regiment. He developed a particularly good relationship 
with the Virginia Victory Centers, insuring his, and the unit’s, participation in 
most of the major events of the Bicentennial.88
The Victory Centers were the major project of the VIBC. While the 
BINET (Bicentennial Information Network) recorded 918 events in Virginia in 
connection with the Bicentennial, grant information tells a different story.89 For 
most states, American Revolution Bicentennial Administration (ARBA) grant 
money was distributed in small amounts to a wide range of recipients. In 
Virginia, only seven grants were made, as compared with 35 for the Virgin 
Islands. $240,000 went to the Yorktown Victory Center, while $59,163 went to 
the Victory Center in Charlottesville. The First Virginia developed a good
88 Deakin to Lewis McMurran, 1/30/76, 75-76 folder.
89 BINET was a computer database established by the American Revolution 
Bicentennial Commission (ARBC) to track events around the country. In 1977, The 
American Revolution Bicentennial Administration (ARBA), political successor to 
ARBC, published the database in five volumes. They recorded over 66,000 events. 
Summary statistics for Virginia are in American Revolution Bicentennial 
Administration, The Bicentennial o f  the United States o f  America: A Final Report to 
the People, submitted June 30, 1977, Volume II, pp. 344,456.
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relationship with the Virginia Independence Bicentennial Commission (VIBC) 
very quickly. On April 1, 1976 when the Yorktown Victory Center opened, the 
First Virginia provided the pomp and circumstance. Representatives from both 
Britain and France were on hand for the occasion; so was John Warner, chairman 
of ARB A. VIBC thanked the First Virginia: "Without your help, the splendid 
cooperation of your unit, and their very professional attitude, the day could not 
have been the success it was." Deakin described the events of the day in the 
Newsletter several days later
The 1st Virga. Reg’t’s turnout, behavior and esprit de corps was 
outstanding. No one grumbled, publicly, about carrying the d— flags! 
Well done. This sort of cooperative spirit will make us the Virginia 
Bicentennial unit. Observers said our bearing was far superior to 
Gaskin’s Battalion, in actuality a regular Army M.P. unit. We picked up 
a $100 donation from a photo session for a Hyatt House motel brochure, 
plus we may appear on Va. Bicentennial brochures as a result of this 
appearance. Maybe the flags were worth it. ,,9°
Tom Deakin’s prediction was correct. The Victory Center became an important 
source of income for the organization. The VIBC called upon the First Virginia 
again for ceremony during Queen Elizabeth’s visit to the Charlottesville Victory 
Center. With Bayonets fixed, the regiment provided an honor guard and crowd
90 Newsletter, 4/6/76. Bettie Mathews to Tom Deakin, note enclosed with 
Newsletter and in 1975-1976 file.
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control, though it was a private ceremony.91 In October, the Victory Center 
paid $700 to have the First Virginia host a weekend event. Betty Mathews, 
coordinator of special events at the Victory Center, was noticably impressed with 
Deakin and his regiment: "I know when Tom Deakin is on the job, I have no 
w o rries .92
Deakin too was quite conscious of the importance of his relationship with 
Mathews and the Victory Center. People in Mathews’s position needed 
assurances of the reliability and "professionalism" of recreated units. Event 
organizers couldn’t afford to have reenactors refuse to carry the "d—  flags" at 
the last moment. On the other hand, units needed income and opportunity. In 
October of 1977, the regiment was invited back for an encore presentation. The 
Newsletter warned members that a good turnout was vital. "This event is most 
important for two reasons: 1st, it is our largest paid event (and only paid event) 
in the Fall. It insures that we are the Virginia recreated unit...." The second 
reason had to do with competition: "The Brigade of the American Revolution 
(BAR) has volunteered to do a free show at the Yorktown Victory Center in 
November....Obviously, if they do as good or better show for free, our largest 
financial source will dry up, besides losing a fun place to do a show.... It’s up to 
each member to decide whether we want to lose out to the BAR."93 Classical
91 see 1976—First Half.
92 Bettie J. Mathews to Tom Deakin, 6/16/76.
93 Newsletter, 10/05/77.
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economics would predict rising authenticity standards in a competitive 
marketplace. Event sponsors were constantly worried about the "authenticity" of 
the units they invited to perform. Quality assurance was one of Tom Deakin’s 
selling points. He wrote Mathews in regard to the groups he was bringing to 
Yorktown to "recommend" their safety and authenticity: "The 8th Pa. are 
members of the Brigade of the American Revolution and conform to that group’s 
high standards. In addition, the 8th Pa. agrees to stand inspection prior to the 
demonstration and both the 1st Virga. commander and the Victory Center 
reserve the right to limit their appearance if deemed advisable. m94 The sense of 
active vigilance against the unauthentic is really quite remarkable. While there is 
no doubt that Tom Deakin was quite sincere, he was obviously not insensitive to 
market forces.
The regiment had a more serious conflict with the BAR earlier in 1977 
over the official reenactment of the Battle of Brandywine, which might help 
explain the competitive atmosphere. The First Virginia has always had a liberal 
policy regarding women in uniform. So long as a female soldier dressed as a 
"man," and exercised some discretion, the unit accepted the participation of 
women in battle. The BAR forbade the participation of women as soldiers at 
Brandywine; as a result, the First Virginia voted not to go. They did not take 
their self-imposed exclusion lightly. Deakin wrote a letter to the Park 
Commission of Pennsylvania protesting the exclusion of women and followed it
94 Thomas J. Deakin to Bettie Mathews, Sept. 20, 1977, 1977 appearance folder.
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up with a letter to Governor Shapp of Pennsylvania and Governor Godwin of 
Virginia. This was an awkward moment for Deakin, as the language in the 
letters reflect. Accustomed to occupying the conservative high ground of 
accuracy and authenticity, he had to shift gears. He could no longer invoke 
authenticity quite as dogmatically. As he wrote to Governor Shapp "We hope, 
that as Governor of a State known since even before the American Revolution as 
a haven for individual freedom, that you will agree that this authenticity 
requirement should be judged individually." Individual standards of authenticity 
are a 180 degree turn from his previous promotional strategy. In his letter to 
Governor Godwin, he sounds a lot less sure of himself. Noting the number of 
times the Governor and the regiment had crossed paths (over 5), Deakin wrote 
"We hope you will endorse our authentic appearance." 95 Deakin did not like 
having his authenticity questioned.
The Battle of Brandywine did not end there. Efforts to persuade the 
Pennsylvania Park Commission failed. The regiment issued a press release that 
went out over the AP wire. The story was picked up by several newspapers, 
appearing on the front page in Newport News. The Brandywine affair did 
nothing to improve the "grumbling" in the ranks. The incident not only caused 
internal conflict over the authenticity issue, but divided Deakin from others who 
had similar visions of the hobby. "My advocacy of the Regiment’s position on 
this matter to Bill Brown of the Corps of the Continental line, to Craig Nannos of
95 Letters to officials were attached to the June 24, 1977 Newsletter.
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the 2nd Pa. and to Nancy Webster of Brandywine has probably cost me three 
personal friendships. While I personally felt this would be one of the best 
reenactments ever held, I supported the Regiment’s vote that we were 
discriminated against. I put my name and reputation on the line for the 1st 
Virga. both with the Brandywine organizers and the press." His resentment was 
fuelled by the fact that the ‘grumblers’ claimed that he rejected a counter offer 
from Brandywine.96
While in this particular case, there might have been some resentment 
about the presence of women, participation by women was a critical factor in the 
regiment’s success. One of the things that distinguished the First Virginia from 
other recreated regiments was its ability to set up an "authentic" camp.
"Authentic" camping was a gradual innovation in the reenacting field. For the 
First Virginia today, sleeping and cooking outside is an integral part of the 
reenacting experience. At the beginning of the Summer of 1976, the regiment 
owned only three private tent kits, one "officer tent kit," some pots, and camp 
sundries.97
The First Maryland, one of the oldest and largest groups in the area, did their 
military demonstrations during the day, but then slept in hotels. Members of the 
First Virginia were interested in "following as closely as possible the actual 
conditions prevailing at the time of the American Revolution." Unlike the First
96 Newsletters, 9/01/77, 4/05/78, 09/22/77, 08/11/77, 7/08/77, 6/24/77.
97 List of Regimental Belongings, constitution file,5/6/76.
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Maryland, the First Virginia began to place a strong emphasis on the "camp." 
Over the next few years, the stock of regimental equipment would grow. While 
the founding male members of the regiment encouraged the camp, its success was 
due to the labor of women. Very quickly, the women’s sphere became the camp; 
in attendance documents they were referred to as "camp women." By July of 
1976, muster rolls list 15 women. At least 9 names correspond to other names 
on the rolls. There was a kind of "familification" of the regiment over the first 
few years. Men would join, then several months later the rest of their family 
would appear on the roster. Even if statistics could be compiled on family 
membership, they wouldn’t tell the full story. Families dominated the running of 
the organization, simply because they could collectively do "more" than any one 
individual.98 The camp and the participation of women, grew in importance 
together.
According to Carl Gnam, the First Virginia began to attract people who 
were interested in more than just military affairs. Given the priorities of the 
Deakins, those people who wanted to play in the woods probably joined other 
units. Nevertheless, the vast majority of men joined to go to battle. As camp
98 The family atmosphere of the regiment was always reinforced in the 
newsletters. Births, deaths, weddings, and illnesses were all duly noted. In later 
years, a "Sunshine Committee" was formed to send cards to all those whose lives 
needed brightening, (see late 1980s issues of Dispatches, the successor to the 
Newsletter, in the same folder.) Not all families get along with one another all the 
time. There were plenty of squabbles and mistaken expectations. In December of 
1978, the Board of Governors specifically ruled that "not all members of the 
Regiment need be invited to a member’s wedding." Newsletter, 12/27/78.
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responsibilities fell to the women, they began to organize themselves. They 
quickly assumed control of the camp. Early newsletters reveal a constant 
ambiguity regarding food. Sometimes event sponsors added food to the overall 
incentive package; sometimes the unit provided food, and sometimes participants 
were expected to arrive with a full haversack. When regiments began to sponsor 
large events, food preparation proved a constant headache. At Sully, in late 
November of 1975, the First Virginia sponsored a one-day encampment and 
battle demonstration. Nine regiments showed up with a total of 72 combatants 
and 35 others in period dress. Camp was set up at 10:00am, unit commanders 
met at 11:00am. At noon, a tomahawk throwing contest was scheduled, followed 
by battles at one and three o ’clock. Lunch, free for all participants, was served 
at two o’clock. It would have been impossible for the men to be in every battle 
and also prepare a meal for 107 people cooking over an open fire. Carol Deakin, 
and the rest of the "Mollies" of the First Virginia, the "regimental women" of the 
British units, and assorted "campfollowers," handled the cooking. Alex West, 
who played an important role in organizing and coordinating the camp, wrote an 
orientation letter to all of the women attending the Sully event. "We are fixing 
Brunswick stew, bread, cheese, fruit, hot cider, and coffee. We also have a 
whole pile of potatoes to peel and cut up so we can’t have idle hands near the 
cooking fire or you may be nabbed for the peeling chore."99 The McLean 
Midget Militia was scheduled to come by, and West was looking for volunteers to
99 Alex West, , "To: the campfollowers et. al.," Nov. 29, 1975, 75-76 folder.
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help interpret camp life for the kids. "They will probably be with their adult 
leaders and parents so it will not be a baby sitting job but (I hope) a 
sharing/learning experience...." Women played a critical role in promoting the 
educational mission of the unit—their presence ensured that the unit could do 
more than just demonstrate battles. Though their duties centered around the 
camp, women did not sit idly during skirmishes. "I have haversacks of bandages 
for all the camp followers.... Each haversack will have different sizes of 
bandages with dry fake blood on them. With some imagination on the part of 
the wounded and campfollowers, alike, we will be able to carry off some really 
hurt-looking men."100
Marilyn Dean joined the regiment in June of 1977, a month after her 
husband started appearing regularly with the artillery crew. About a year later, 
she found herself in charge of organizing the "camp women." She finally settled 
the cooking question. From about mid 1978 onward, it would be the official task 
of the camp coordinator to supervise food preparation for the regiment. In an 
interview she confirmed the documentary evidence that the particular role of 
women in the First Virginia (and probably many other regiments) resulted as 
much from ‘logistical necessity’ as from persistent patterns of labor division 
between the sexes. Cooking just never caught on with men who wanted to go out 
to battle. There just was not enough time in a weekend to do both; the hobby
100 West.
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never adjusted its priorities to remedy this historical inaccuracy.101 In the 
Newsletter, Deakin commented once on the problem of labor in the camp. He 
suggested that if some men wanted to try cooking, "that would be authentic too." 
With the exception of Calvin Hurd’s bread baking, no evidence of widespread 
male work in food preparation exists in the written record.
Tracing the "localized" power relations between the sexes proved difficult. 
Significantly, women dissatisfied with the distribution of labor in camp never 
invoked authenticity to try and get men into the kitchen—or at least they left no 
evidence in the documents. Perhaps women were satisfied with their position; 
those who wanted to fight dressed as men, while those who did not like camp life 
didn’t participate. Women today do not appear any more dissatisfied with camp 
life than men. Two female survey respondents indicated that cooking was their 
favorite part of the hobby. One women and one man hated cooking and wished 
they didn’t have to do so much. Roughly one third of all female respondents 
(n=5) believed that men should take a more active role in camp life, as did 28% 
of the men. In all probability, the discourse of authenticity did enter into power 
relations between the sexes. Carl Gnam hinted that it was a struggle to find 
women who liked to get as dirty as he imagined a camp follower should be. The 
Brigade of the American Revolution constructed authenticity along rigid sexual 
boundaries. The First Virginia, as illustrated by the Brandywine incident,
101 Marilyn Dean, interview, on July 12, 1991, Yorktown, Virginia, Newsletter, 
7/06/78.
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allowed women two options: they could be men, or they could be women—either 
one was authentic. Still, the position of women was determined by current 
social relations; the discourse of authenticity was never used to undermine those 
social relations.
On several occasions, the leadership of the First Virginia felt that the 
camp was getting too large. For a period in 1978, they closed the camp to new 
recruits. 102 This decision might have reflected their concern with having the 
proper ratios of generic categories of people (as was illustrated above). A 
rejection letter to a female recruit suggests another complicating factor. In June 
of 1980, Deakin explained to Amy Loveless that for "organizational reasons we 
have to give precedence to family members of "soldiers" in the portrayal of 
camp followers. At this time, there are no vacancies in the camp." 103 
"Organizational reasons" might explain why in December of 1978, rather than 
issue a blanket closure of the camp, the Board of Governors reaffirmed the 3 
month probationary system instead. After probation, the board had the power to 
grant membership. Space limitations might also have been dictated by the 
amount of available tents and equipment. Regardless of the precise reason, it was 
not necessarily "authenticity" that was the sole force acting to shape the public
102 Newsletter, 12/27/78.
103 Amy Loveless to Tom Deakin, 6/25/80, Recruits File Notes. Loveless was 
a Freshman at George Mason majoring in American History.
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face of the regiment.104 A creed does not necessarily drive every action 
within a church organization. Faith, though ever present, seldom solely 
determines who bakes the casserole for the church supper.
104 Its worth noting that by the ratio rule, African-Americans should have been 
one of the generic categories represented. This fact was pointed out in a Washington 
Post article on the group. The unit responded by sending the Post a copy of their 
non-discrimination policy. In the interests of authenticity, they did not set out to 
recruit African-Americans. The point is not to criticize their lack of political 
correctness, but rather to reiterate the fact that authenticity does not drive all matters 
equally. 75-76 Folder.
CONCLUSION
"ALL POLITICS ARE LOCAL"
-Tip O’Neill
In February of 1976, Tom Deakin wrote to Mr. George Smith of 
Woodlawn Plantation suggesting a march from Mt. Vernon to Woodlawn. No 
specific historical reason for the march is mentioned. Rather, the goal seemed to 
be education and "publicity." The march, he writes, "would be of considerable 
publicity value for the First Virginia and Woodlawn. (I think Ms. Stromberg [of 
Sully Plantation] will testify as to the drawing power of our group.)" Deakin 
assures Smith that "We have some experience in getting the press to cover our 
events and the uniqueness of this route march should be a drawing card for 
television and other news media." If Mr. Smith replied, the letter is now 
lost.105
Even a pseudo-event can produce "real" intense experience, especially if it 
receives press attention. Tom Deakin and the members of the First Virginia set 
out to "emplot" themselves in the larger narrative of "Our Nation’s Bicentennial."
105 Tom Deakin to George Smith, Feb. 3, 1976, 75-76 Folder.
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As an institution, the First Virginia was dedicated to commemoration and 
education. Participants fashioned a role for themselves that placed them at the 
center of patriotic and historical activities in the Capitol region. The First 
Virginia formed a community of common interest through which members could 
redefine and express their civic sensibilities. But the hobby provides more than 
just the opportunity to assume an authoritative professorial role in the 
dissemination of the past. Reenactments are exciting. They provide a range of 
experiences for the buff: the thrill of public performance, the satisfaction of 
public service, the intense corporate experience of battle, the pleasure of fireside 
companionship, the nobility of patriotism, and the knowledge of physical 
hardship-all experiences atypical of middle class 
life. Like turn of the century antimodemists, reenactors intensify their 
experiences by emplotting them in transcendent historical or contemporary 
political narratives.
But no experience comes without its price. In order to provide group 
members with the opportunities for intense emplotted experiences, reenactment 
units had to embrace the very modem bureaucratic institutions responsible for the 
feeling of "weightlessness." Moreover, not all reenactors agreed as to the 
purpose of the organization. Those who craved experiences that conflicted with 
the "educational mission" of the group were pushed out or left of their own 
accord. The discourse of authenticity shaped, and was shaped by the external 
struggle to achieve public recognition, and the internal struggle to create group
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cohesiveness, and through cohesion, community.
Critics such as Handler and Saxton have seized upon historical reenacting 
as an example of "postmodern" history. They dismiss the possibility of
reenactors experiencing the past "pre-reflexively" in "time warps."
 ^ \
Living history, while envisioned by its participants and institutional 
managers as a means to realize and represent authentic existence, subverts 
its purpose by virtue of the very cognitive posture it must take toward its 
conduct and content. Those features of authenticity that we submit inform 
the sort of existence living historians crave, as well as the desired pre­
reflexive understanding of that existence as an ecstatic emplotment read in
its authoring, are reduced by the inescapable reflexivity of reenactment to
%
the inauthenticity of a life, and past, presented as followable protocol.106 
Through all the dense language, Handler and Saxton seem to be saying that 
reenactments do not present a true picture of the past, but rather just another 
"followable protocol" (i.e story of the past?). The reenactor’s quest for this 
"spurious" "postmodern authenticity" represents a continued attempt by 
individuals and institutions to systematize "difference" and "novelty" into 
consumable packets.
There are two problems with this line of criticism. First, the 
antimodemist strategy of reenactors predates "Late Capitalism" by nearly a 
century. The political, social, and material structures that facilitate "the hobby,"
106 Handler and Saxton, p. 257.
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such as official commemorations, historic sites, and automobiles were all invented 
during Middle Capitalism, if not before. Reenactors did not create postmodern 
authenticity as a consumable commodity ex nihlo. Rather, they learned to 
consume authentic experience at their parents knee (or at least from the back seat 
of their parent’s car.) Thus, identifying the reenactment movement as a "genuine 
article of postmodern culture, both learned and popular" is misleading, if not 
genuinely inaccurate.
Secondly, this line of criticism implies a hierarchy of social enactments. 
The "hobby" is not a by-product of the culture, but rather the culture itself. It is 
the reenactment-- the battle, the campfire, the cooking—that provides the intense 
experience. Reenactors are the natives at reenactments. The reflexive 
consciousness of their own nativeness is a critical component to the enjoyment of 
the hobby. In other words, reenactors consciously participate, as natives, in a 
civic culture of their own creation. Its difficult to see how the hobby "subverts 
its purpose" given the competing visions of that civic culture amongst 
participants.107 Handler and Saxton confuse the quest for authenticity with the 
discourse of authenticity. The discourse of authenticity— about authenticity—like 
history, serves as a medium for the conflicting power relations of this new, old
107 The phrase "subverts its purpose" does not refer specifically to reenacting, 
but rather, living history: "Living history, while envisioned by its participants... as 
a means to realize... authentic existence, subverts its purpose.... Handler and 
Saxton, p. 257.
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civic culture.108 G. Nicklin and Carol Deakin attempted to enforce their vision 
of community by invoking authenticity; they were not just seeking authenticity 
through the community of reenactors. Moreover, authenticity facilitated the 
participation of First Virginians in the Bicentennial. Reenactors used the 
discourse of authenticity to enter (create) a collective national experience, not 
simply to privilege their individual experiences or the experiences of the 
individual.
108 Viewing the totality of discourse on authenticity also places the scholar as 
observer back into the picture. As one might imagine, there is no shortage of 
conflict between professional historians--"museum people"— and reenactors over 
historical accuracy. The struggle for control of the past (i.e. the present day civic 
culture) is played out within the discourse of authenticity. This conflict persists in 
spite of the fundamental similarity of the stories both groups tell. My own self­
presentation as ‘scholar to be’ influenced my reception.
APPENDIX
QUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire was sent to all active members of the First Virginia 
Regiment. Because time and financial resources were short, I could not test the 
questionnaire with focus groups or produce a follow-up survey. Of the ninety-six 
people sent surveys, fifty-eight responded.
Further research of this type should include questions on politics.
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1) Identification Code
2) Sex: Male Female
3) Date of Birth
4) County of Residence_____________________  State
5) Are You
a) Single d) Widowed
b) Married e) Remarried
c) Divorced f) Living with someone
6) Occupation
a
check all that apply 
Government Service 6a)More specifically, I:
b Computer Related
c High Technology
d Lawyer
e Medical
f Service Industry
g Building Trades
h Mechanical 6b) Veteran? Yes No
i Education
j Administrative 6c)circle one:
k Law Enforcement Part Time
1 Airline Industry Full Time
m Homemaker
n Military If married, what does your spouse do?
0 Retired
P Self Employed
7a) 7b)
I consider myself Family Income
a) Working Class a) 0-$5,000 b) $5,000-$ 15,000
b) Lower Middle Class c) $15,000-$25,000 d) $25,000-$35,000
c) Middle Class e) $35,000-$50,000 f) $50,000-$75,000
d) Upper Middle Class g) $75,000-$ 100,000 h) $100,000 and above
e) Upper class
8) Do you own a house? Yes No
If you do, how long have you owned it? _____________
9) How long have you been living in your community?___________
9a) How many times have you moved in the past ten years?____________
10) Is your spouse or significant other a member of the 1st VA? Yes No
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11) Education
check all that apply
a Elementary
b Jr. High
c High School
d Jr. College Field
e College Major
f Advanced Degrees Field
g Trade School Trade
12) Do you have Children? Yes
13) If so, please list their Ages
BOYS GIRLS
14) Religious Preference 14a)Attend Services or other events
a) None a) Once per week
b) Christian but non-denominational b) One or a few times per month
c) Jewish c) A few times a year
d) Catholic d) Not in the last two years
e) Baptist
f) Lutheran
g) Methodist
h) Presbyterian
i) Episcopalian
j) Reformed Later Day Saints 
k) Other _____________________
15) I watch TV--not including news
a) less than three hours per week d) 15-20 per week
b) 4-7 hours per week e) 21 or more
c) 8-14 per week
16) I read a Newspaper
a) every day
b) three times a week
c) only on Sunday
d) rarely
17) Please list some of the magazines you read regularly.
18), Have you ever done genealogical research? Yes No
19) I am
a) Familiar with my family history back six generations
b) Familiar with my family history back three generations
c) Familiar with my family history back to the eighteenth century or before.
d) not at all familiar with my family’s history
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20) I read
a) not very often
b) mostly novels
c) some novels as well as history books
d) virtually all history books
e) only history books about the Revolutionary war or other periods I re-enact. 
20a) List three books that you read in the last two years that you particularly enjoyed.
1. ______________________________
Its a: Novel
2.
Western History book Historical Novel Romance Non-fiction
Its a: Novel
3.
Western History book Historical Novel Romance Non-fiction
Its a: Novel Western History book Historical Novel Romance Non-fiction
21) What year did you start re-enacting. __________________
22) I first heard about re-enacting
a) from a friend Other:______________________
b) from a relative
c) on TV______________________________ ___________________
d) by reading an article about it
e) by stumbling on an event
23) How many years have you been an active participant (total number of years you have 
attended four or more events) _________________
24) The first period I ever portrayed was
a) French and Indian War
b) Revolutionary War
c) War of 1812
d) Civil War
e) Other___________________________________
25) I (circle one) bought/made most of my period dress.
25a) Please list all the types of people you portray, how long you have been portraying 
them, and how many weekends in the last year you have portrayed that character.
Character Years Portrayed Frequency
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26) At re-enactment events open to the public, I like it
a) when people ask lots of questions and are pay close attention to the battle or 
other demonstrations.
b) when people are moderately interested and watch the battle.
c) when people just watch the battle.
27) Rank, in order of enjoyment, the following activities (even if you don’t participate in 
all actively):
a ___Drilling
b ___Battles
c ___Talking to spectators
d ___Domestic camp chores (chopping wood, getting water, cooking, etc)
e ___re-enactments without spectators
f  ___parades and other civil ceremonies
g ___black powder shooting
28) Please rank the top five reasons why you attend re-enactments.
 a) Friendships
 b) Social occasions
 c) Its fun
 d) to learn history
 e) to teach others
 f) like black powder
29) At weekend events, my favorite activity is:
a) Re-enacting Battles
b) Learning Drills
c) Firing Weapon
d) Depicting Camp Life
e) Talking to public
30) How often do you see members of the 1st VA who are not part of your family, 
excluding all occasions tied to the 1st VA or re-enacting.
a) More than once a week d) Once a month
b) Approximately once a week e) Hardly Ever
c) Two or three times a month f) Never
31) If you have a spouse or significant other, which statement best characterizes his/her 
attitudes toward re-enacting?
a) Enthusiastic participant
b) participates as time permits
c) participates to be with family
d) indifferent to activities
e) resents time spent at re-enactments
32) How many events do you attend each year?
a) 1-3 e) 10-12
b) 3-5 f) 12-15
c) 5-7 g) more than 15
d) 7-10
33) Approximately how many miles a year do you log driving to and from 
events.
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34) How many vacations a year do you take: ___________
35) Please put an "A" next to the average milage you drive for an event, and an "M” for 
the furthest you’ve ever driven for an event.
Over 100 miles over 500 miles
200 miles 700 miles
300 miles 900 miles
400 miles 1300 miles
36) Please list the last four vacations you took:
Place or Places Dates/Number of Days
36a) Where do you prefer to go when you vacation
a) Resorts
b) Historic Areas
c) Sites known for their natural beauty (Yosemite, Yellowstone)
d) Visit relatives
37) Have you ever been to Disneyland or Disneyworld? Yes No
37a) How many times have you planned a personal or family vacation around a re­
enactment event?
a) Never d) Once a year
b) 1-3 e) Twice a year
c) 3-5 f) More than three times a year
38) Do you ever take time off from work specifically to attend a re-enactment? Yes No
39) Do you re-enact other time periods? Which? (please circle)
a)Pre 1763 d)Civil War g)WWI
b)circa 1812 e)Indian Wars 1865-1886 h)WWII
c)Mexican War f)Spanish American War i)Korea
j)Vietnam k)Other______________________
40) Do you also participate in other historical associations?
Check all that apply
a) Local Historical societies
b) Museum Memberships
c) Drama Associations
d) Historic Dance
e) Please be more specific_____________________________________________
41) Please list some of your other hobbies.
42) Which statement about war do you most agree with:
a) War is a necessary evil
b) War is politics by other means
c) War is horrible and should be avoided at all costs
d) War, though a tragedy, brings out the best in men
43) Of your circle of friends, what percentage participate in re-enactments.
a) None
b) 25% or less
c) Between 25% and 50%
d) Between 50% and 70%
e) More than 70%
f) Virtually all
44) Please list five movies you particularly liked
45) Please describe your parents’ occupations (If they had several jobs, please list all)
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46) Please briefly describe a memorable vacation you took with your parents.
47) If you participate in battles, how do you know when to die?
48) How often did you move when you were growing up?
a) Once
b) Two or Three times
c) Four or five times
d) Six or more times
49) Were either of your parents in the Military? Yes No
50) Which statement best describes your family:
a) My parents were married for many years
b) My parents separated when I was young
c) My parents separated when I was older
d) One of my parents died before I was twenty
e) Both of my parents died before I was twenty
51) Why did you chose the 1st VA?
a) A friend I knew was already involved
b) I just happen to run into them at an event
c) A relative was already involved
d) I shopped around, and this re-enactment group best fit my interests.
e) Saw a sign or poster and called
f)
Other
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52) Do you feel there have been any important changes in re-enacting over time?
53) How do you feel about women participating in battles?
a) Ok, so long as they portray men.
b) They did historically, so its fine for them to wear women’s clothes and 
participate.
c) It just doesn’t seem right, so I am against it.
d) They can participate by tending the wounded and the dead or bringing water, 
not by fighting.
e) Doesn’t matter to me
54) Which statements about camp life do you agree with? {Check all that apply)
a) We portray, to the best of our ability, a good picture of camp life.
b) Women do most of the work to maintain the camp
c) I wish we concentrated more on portraying a good historical picture of camp
life.
d) I think men should take a more active role in camp life.
e) I hate cooking and wish I didn’t have to do so much
f) I love cooking and find it the most satisfying aspect of this hobby
55) What types of events do you like to take part in? (rank in order o f preference) 
a Dog and pony
b Encampments on non-historic sites
c Encampments on historic sites
d Ones with large Continental forces/Tactical demos
e Ones with large numbers of all forces
56) What is history? Is it important? Why?
57) Why do you participate in re-enactments?
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